
A Lambek AutomatonTatyana Veksler, Computer Siene department, Tehnion, Haifa,email: tatyana�il.ibm.omNissim Franez, Computer Siene department, Tehnion, Haifa, email:franez�s.tehnion.a.ilAbstratWe de�ne an automata-theoreti ounterpart of (type-logial) grammars based on the (assoiative)Lambek-alulus L, a prominent formalism in omputational linguistis. While the usual push-downautomaton (PDA) has the same weak generative power as the L-based grammars (Pentus, 1995),there is no diret relationship between the omputations of a PDA for some language L and thederivations of an L-based grammar for L. In the Lambek-automaton, on the other hand, there isa tight relation (1-1) between automaton omputations and grammar derivations. The automatonexhibits a novel mode of operation, using hypothetial steps, diretly inspired by the hypothetialreasoning embodied by L.Keywords: Lambek-Automaton, Lambek-alulus, formal languages, type-logial grammar1 IntrodutionType-Logial Grammars (TLG) [3℄ onstitute a major formalism in omputationallinguistis for speifying the syntax and semantis of natural languages, as well asformal languages. We onentrate here on the grammars based on the assoiativeLambek-alulus L [2℄. This alulus underlies many TLG grammars, and has avery strong explanatory power regarding the syntax-semantis interfae, as well aspresenting a radially di�erent approah to formal languages theory. Muh of theresearh of L-grammars has been devoted to loating their generative apaity inChomsky hierarhy [1℄(Setion 3.2). Sine the 60s, the main open problem in this�eld has been the `Chomsky Conjeture', stating that the languages reognizable byL-grammars are preisely the ontext-free ones. This was �nally proved by Pentus[4℄.A natural question assoiated with every kind of grammar is, what is its automata-theoreti ounterpart? In view of Pentus' result, an obvious possibility is the standardpushdown automaton (PDA), standardly assoiated with ontext-free languages. In-deed, if weak-generative apaity is the issue, PDAs will do. However, in analogy tostrong-generative apaity, one might be interested in an automaton, that not onlyaepts the same family of languages, but does so in a way tightly-related (a termto be made preise in the sequel) to the way the grammars operate. The ounter-part of ontext-free grammars (CFGs), inherently onneted with reursion, is indeedthe PDA1. However, PDAs are not diretly related to the way L-grammars generatea language; in partiular, they do not reet in any way hypothetial reasoning, amajor ingredient in L, allowing assumptions that are disharged during derivation1Though, by standard onstrutions, PDAs are tightly-related only to CFGs in Greibah normal form.1L. J. of the IGPL, Vol. 0 No. 0, pp. 1{51 0000  Oxford University Press



2 A Lambek Automaton(dedution!).In this paper we propose an automata-theoreti ounterpart of L-grammars, namelythe L-automaton, whih we onsider more adequate due to its tight-relatedness to L-grammars. Roughly, this means a 1-1 simulation relation between derivations of anL-grammar and omputations of its assoiated automaton. The automaton aeptsa string \in a similar way" to the grammar derivation. Another view (of the same) isthe availability of a onstrution of an automaton MG for every L-grammar G, anda onstrution of a grammar GM for every L-automaton M , suh that(�)MGM tM; GMG t GIn setion 2 we give a brief overview of the Lambek alulus L and its use forspeifying the grammars, also setting the notation. In setion 3 we de�ne the L-automaton and investigate some of its properties. In setion 4 we propose onstru-tions M ; GM ; G ; MG, satisfying (*) above. In setion 5 we summarize theresults and suggest possible ontinual researh.2 Preliminaries2.1 CategoriesThe point of departure is some given �nite set B 6= ; of basi ategories. Upperaseroman letters A;B;C; : : : denote basi ategories. This set is further losed to formomplex ategories from simpler ones by means of direted arrows2.Definition 2.1The set of ategories C is the least set suh that:� B � C� if �1; �2 2 C, then (�1 ! �2); (�2  �1) 2 CMeta-variables �; �i range over ategories. An informal explanation of the omplexategory meaning is as follows: if a string u of a ategory �1 is onatenated to theleft of a string w having a omplex ategory (�1 ! �2), then the resulting string uwis of a ategory �2. The meaning of left arrow omplex ategories is similar, but withonatenation to the right.Definition 2.2The length of a ategory � , #(�) is de�ned reursively:� #(A) = 1 if A 2 B� #(�2  �1) = #(�1 ! �2) = #(�1) + #(�2)Definition 2.3For A � C, its subategory-losure SC(A) is the least set suh that1. A � SC(A), and2. If (�2  �1) 2 SC(A), then �1 2 SC(A) and �2 2 SC(A), and3. If (�1 ! �2) 2 ST (A), then �1 2 ST (A) and �2 2 ST (A).2We prefer the more readable `arrow notation' over the traditional `slash notation'



A Lambek Automaton 3� � � (ax)�1 � �1 �2 � (�1 ! �2)�1�2 � �2 (! E) �2 � (�2  �1) �1 � �1�2�1 � �2 ( E)�1�� �2�� (�1 ! �2) (! I) ��1 � �2�� (�2  �1) ( I) � 6= �Fig. 1. The Natural Dedution style formalization of L2.2 L-grammarsDefinition 2.4A type-logial (or Categorial) grammar is a tuple G = (�;B; �0; �), where:� � is a �nite alphabet� B is a �nite set of basi ategories (with C the indued ategories)� �0 2 C is the initial ategory� � : � �! Pfin(C) is a mapping assigning to eah terminal symbol a �nite subsetof C. By onvention, �[�℄ 6= ; for all � 2 �.We lift � to an assignment to w 2 �+ by letting, for w = �1 : : : �n, �[w℄ =�[�1℄ � : : : � �[�n℄. Note, that this is in general a set of sequenes.A ategorial grammar is based on a dedutive system, (a syntati alulus) deter-mining how a sequene of ategories is redued to a single ategory. A onatenationof ategories �1; �2 is denoted by �1�2. We use meta-variables �;�i to range over �nitesequenes of ategories. Conatenation of suh sequenes �1 and �2 is denoted by�1�2. For � = �1 : : : �n a non-empty sequene of ategories and � a ategory, theexpression (sequent) �� � is alled a reduibility statement3, and means that the se-quene �1 : : : �n is reduible to � . The reduibility relation depends on the underlyinglogi. For a logi L, `L � � � denotes provability in L of the sequent. Here, we aremainly onsidered with L, presented in Figure 1 in its natural dedution presenta-tion, as the underlying syntati alulus. Let G be an L-grammar, i.e., a grammarbased on, in the above sense, on L as its underlying dedution system. The (formal)language generated by G isDefinition 2.5L(G) 4= fw 2 �+ j 9 � 2 �[w℄ suh that `L �� �0g3Known also as a sequent. Note that in the absene of any strutural rules (besides assoiativity), the anteedent� of a sequent �`� is a sequene of ategories, in ontrast to being a (multi-)set in lassial/intuitionisti logi.
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a(S  B) a(S  B) a(S  B) bBS ( E) ( b(S ! B)B (! E)S ( E) b(S ! B)B (! E)S ( E)Fig. 2. An AB-derivation of a3b3In words, L(G) onsists of all strings in �+ for whih there is a lexial ategory-seletion, suh that the reduibility of the sequene of seleted ategories to the distin-guished ategory is provable in L. When w2L[[G℄℄ due to `L �[[w℄℄ = �� �0g, we referto a derivation of ���0 as a witness-derivation for w. Throughout the paper, we relateonly to normal L-derivations (where it is well-known that L strongly-normalizesa.)The sublogi without arrow-introdution rules is known as the AB-alulus, orappliative syntati alulus. In the arrow elimination rules the premise ontainingthe eliminated arrow is the major premise, and the other premise is theminor premise.The two arrow-introdution rules (! I) and ( I) embody the hypothetial reasoningapaity of L. The main idea of hypothetial reasoning is temporarily assuming ahypothesis A, using A to prove some statement B and, eventually, disharging thehypothesis A, while deduing that A implies B. In L, only peripheral (i.e., eitherleftmost or rightmost elements in �) assumptions may be disharged via the arrowintrodution rules. The non-emptyness side-ondition on � in the arrow introdution-rules originates from the use of L for grammars, not from any logial reason. In anL-based grammar, � orresponds to a sequene of ategories assigned to some stringw2�+ (and not ��), as � (the empty string) annot be lexially interpreted.Derivation trees are �nite binary trees, whih are presented with the leaves on topand the root at the bottom. Every node in the tree is labeled with a sequent (or, in ashort notation, with a formula whih is the right-hand side of a sequent). Every leafis labeled with an axiom and, going from the leaves to the root, the label of a node isobtained from the labels of the nodes right above it by an appliation of an inferenerule . Leaves representing assumptions disharged somewhere in the derivation aremarked with square brakets. A sequent �� � (� = �1 : : : �n) is derivable in L if thereis a derivation tree in L with the leaves labeled by �1� �1; : : : ; �n� �n (or by �1; : : : �nin a short notation) and the root labeled by �� � (or by � in a short notation). Foronveniene, we use the short notation in examples.Example 2.6An AB-grammar generating the ontext-free language fanbn j n > 0g:G = (fa; bg; fB;Sg; S; �), where �[a℄ = f(S  B)g, �[b℄ = fB; (S ! B)g.A derivation of a3b3 is shown in Figure 2.
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[(A (A! A))℄ [A℄ [(A! A)℄A (! E)(A (A! A)) ( I) ((A (A! A))! A)A (! E)(A! A) (! I)A ( E)((A (A! A))! A) (! I)Fig. 3. Ambiguity in L

[B℄ a((B ! C)  A) [B℄ a(B ! C)C (! E) b(C ! D)D (! E)(B ! D) (! I) ((B ! D) ! A)A (! E)(B ! C) ( E)C (! E) b(C ! D)D (! E)(B ! D) (! I) ((B ! D) ! A)A (! E)Fig. 4. An L-derivation of aabbA sequent may have more than one L-derivation. For example, the sequent � � � ,where � = ((A  (A ! A)) ! A), has two derivations: one is simply the axiom� � � , and the other one is shown in Figure 3.Following are two examples of L-grammars.Example 2.7G1 = (fa; b; g; fA;B;C;Dg; A; �),�[a℄ = f((B ! C) A); (B ! C)g, �[b℄ = f(C ! D)g, �[℄ = f((B ! D)! A)g.The language generated by G1 is L(G1) = fan(b)n j n � 1g. Figure 4 shows aderivation tree for aabb.Example 2.8G2 = (fa; bg; fA;B;Cg; A; �),�[a℄ = fB; ((B ! A)! (B ! C))g, �[b℄ = f((B ! C) B); (C ! A)g.The language generated by G2 is L(G2) = f(ab)n j n � 2g. Figure 5 shows a witnessderivation �1 for ababab. We will return to this example when demonstrating howan L-automaton \simulates" L-grammar derivations.
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aB [B℄ b((B ! C) B) aB(B ! C) ( E)C (! E) b(C ! A)A (! E)(B ! A) (! I) a((B ! A)! (B ! C))(B ! C) (! E)C (! E) b(C ! A)A (! E)Fig. 5. A witness derivation �1 for ababab2.3 Assumption labeling and linearizationSine the fous is on witness derivations of L-grammars, rather then on arbitraryL-derivations, we enhane somewhat the notation of derivation trees.Let G = (�;B; �0; �) be an L-grammar and let � be a witness derivation in G.If some node in � is labeled by an axiom � � � (without square brakets) then �originates from the lexion. We mark suh nodes by adding an extra level to the tree.A node labeled by an axiom � � � has one desendant, labeled by some � 2 � suhthat � 2 �[�℄. Consequently, in every sequent � � � appearing in a derivation tree� marked this way, � is of the form [�1℄ : : : [�i℄�i+1 : : : �j [�j+1℄ : : : [�n℄, thus denotingthat� �1; : : : ; �i are left assumptions, disharged somewhere in � using (! I).� �i+1; : : : ; �j are ategories originating from the lexion, i.e. there are �i+1; : : : ; �j 2�, appearing at the extra level of �, suh that �i+1 : : : �j 2 �[�i+1 : : : �j ℄;� �j+1; : : : ; �n are right assumptions, disharged somewhere in � using ( I).To further simplify the notation, we extend square braketing to sequenes of assump-tions, thus denoting a sequene [�1℄ : : : [�k℄ by [�1 : : : �k℄. Thus, [�℄ denotes a sequeneof assumptions all of whih are braketed. Furthermore, �̂ denotes a sequene of as-sumptions none of whih is braketed, namely, the assumptions originating from thelexion.To sum up, every sequent �� � appearing in a node of a witness derivation tree �of some L-grammar G is of the form [�l℄�̂0[�r℄� � , where �0 2 �[w℄ (for some stringw 2 �+ appearing at the extra level of �), and �l;�r are sequenes of left and rightassumptions respetively, all of whih are disharged somewhere in �. While thewhole � is never empty, eah one of its three subsequenes �l; �̂0;�r may be empty.Example 2.9Let G = (fa; b; g; fA;B;C;Dg; D; �), where �[a℄ = f(C  B)g, �[b℄ = f(B  A)g



A Lambek Automaton 7and �[℄ = f((C  A)! D)g. Consider the following witness derivation � in G:a(C  B) b(B  A) [A℄B ( E)C ( E)(C  A) ( I) ((C  A)! D)D (! E)The front (without the extra-level) of � is (C  B) (B  A) [A℄ ((C  A) !D), and thus the braketed assumption [A℄ is not peripheral. However, a sequentappearing at the root of � is (C  B) (B  A) ((C  A) ! D) � D, i.e., [A℄ isdisharged at the moment of deriving D and thus it does not appear in the abovesequent. Note also, that [A℄ is peripheral in all the sequents where it appears, namely,(B  A) [A℄�B and (C  B) (B  A) [A℄� C.Subtrees of witness derivations have similar properties. We refer to derivation-treesunder the above notational onventions as marked derivation trees. The word ap-pearing at the extra level of a marked tree � is yield(�). If yield(�) = w androot(�) = [�l℄�̂0[�r℄� � , then �0 2 �[w℄.Note, that in all the examples until now every derivation tree has only subtreeswith a bounded number of undisharged assumptions (more exatly, at most oneundisharged assumption). In other words, every sequent [�l℄�̂[�r℄ � � appearingin the derivation trees has �l;�r of length� 1. Generally, there is no bound onthe number of undisharged assumptions in every subtree. The following exampledemonstrates a grammar with an unbounded number of undisharged assumptions inwitness derivations.Example 2.10G3 = (fa; b; g; fA;B;C;Dg; C; �),where �[a℄ = f(A ! B)g, �[b℄ = f(B ! (A ! B)); (B ! C)g, �[℄ = f((A ! C) !D); ((A! D)! C)g.It is easy to see that fab2n2n j n > 0g � L(G3).Below is a witness derivation for abb:[A℄ [A℄ a(A ! B)B (! E) b(B ! (A ! B))(A! B) (! E)B (! E) b(B ! C)C (! E)(A ! C) (! I) ((A ! C) ! D)D (! E)(A ! D) (! I) ((A ! D) ! C)C (! E)Following is a witness derivation �2 for abbbb. Its subtree �1 is spei�ed �rst,and then �2 is spei�ed using �1. �1:
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[A℄ [A℄ [A℄ [A℄ a(A ! B)B (! E) b(B ! (A ! B))(A! B) (! E)B (! E) b(B ! (A ! B))(A! B) (! E)B (! E) b(B ! (A! B))(A! B) (! E)B (! E) b(B ! C)C (! E)�2:�1(A! C) (! I) ((A ! C) ! D)D (! E)(A! D) (! I) ((A ! D) ! C)C (! E)(A ! C) (! I) ((A ! C) ! D)D (! E)(A! D) (! I) ((A ! D) ! C)C (! E)Note that a subtree �1 has four undisharged assumptions. For every n � 1,ab2n2n is aepted similarly: its witness derivation has a subtree with 2n undis-harged assumptions; those assumptions are further disharged in the witness deriva-tion.The above property of L-grammars has an impat on a similar property of L-automata,whih will be disussed later.To failitate the omparison of grammars and automata, we use a linearized no-tation of marked derivation trees. A linearization of a tree is the sequene of nodeannotations (not inluding the extra level), where the node annotation is the tu-ple (node, node's hildren, node's label). This sequene is obtained by reursivelytraversing a derivation tree in preorder, starting from its leftmost leaf, and for eahnode advaning from its left hild to its right hild and then to the node itself. Foronveniene, terminals ourring at the extra level of the tree appear in the node an-notations of their parent nodes. Thus, we obtain an order where for every appliationof an inferene rule nodes labeled by premise(s) of the inferene rule appear before anode labeled by a onlusion of the rule.Definition 2.11(Tree linearization)Let � be a marked L-derivation, having nodes v1; : : : ; vn. Then, the linearizednotation of � is the sequenelin(�) = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vn; hildren(vn);�n � �n)ide�ned reursively as follows:� If � is a single leaf labeled by [� ℄� � thenlin(�) = h(v1; �; [� ℄� �)iwhere � denotes by abuse of notation the empty sequene of nodes.If � is labeled by the axiom � � � having one desendant labeled by � (where� 2 �[�℄) then lin(�) = h(v1; �; � � �)i



A Lambek Automaton 9� If the root of � is the node vn labeled by �n� �n, and � has one subtree �0 withthe root vk then lin(�) = lin(�0) � h(vn; (vk);�n � �n)i� If the root of � is the node vn labeled by �n � �n, and � has two subtrees �0,�00 in the left-to-right order, where the node vk is the root of �0 and the node vlis the root of �00, thenlin(�) = lin(�0) � lin(�00) � h(vn; (vk; vl);�n � �n)iwhere `�' denotes the onatenation of sequenes of node annotations.Following is a linearized notation of the tree � from example 2.9.lin(�) = h(v1; a; (C  B)� (C  B));(v2; b; (B  A)� (B  A));(v3; �; [A℄�A);(v4; (v2; v3); (B  A) [A℄�B);(v5; (v1; v4); ); (C  B) (B  A) [A℄� C(v6; (v5); (C  B) (B  A)� (C  A))(v7; ; ((C  A)! D)� ((C  A)! D))(v8; (v6; v7); (C  B) (B  A) ((C  A)! D)�D)iSine in this paper every marked derivation tree � will be onsidered in its linearizednotation, � will heneforth abbreviate lin(�).3 The Lambek automaton3.1 Informal explanationA Lambek automaton (L-automaton) has a storage struture, alled a hyper-stak(HS). A hyper-stak is a stak of elements eah of whih ontains an unbounded arrayof items, of whih only the two leftmost items and the rightmost item are aessible.An illustration of an L-automaton is given in Figure 6.The alphabet of HS is de�ned over a �nite set O of objets. Eah element of HSontains a �nite number of items, either objets from O or a separator `?'. Everyelement is divided into two parts: the �rst part is a single objet X out of O, alledthe main objet; the seond part is a �nite sequene � over O [ f?g of hypotheses; �itself is alled the hypotheses list (h-list). Note, that an h-list may ontain hypothesesand `?' separators.The read head moves from left to right only; a move of the automaton is determinedby at most two topmost HS elements and (possibly) the urrent input symbol. Themove may alter the ontent of HS at its topmost end. Although an h-list of an HSelement is unbounded, only one peripheral item from the list (plus the main objet)are aessible to the automaton.An L-automaton is non-deterministi. In eah step the automaton performs one ofthe following sequenes of operations:� reads an input letter (optionally) and pushes a new element onto HS;
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�
6
?
-Input word Hyper-stak

Control X
Read head

X1 : : : Xk
Fig. 6. The Lambek automaton� updates the topmost element of HS by hanging its main objet and one peripheralitem from the h-list;� removes two topmost elements of HS and pushes a new element, whose hypotheseslist is obtained by a onatenation of the lists of removed elements.Automaton transitions are of �ve types:shift This is the only transition that reads an input letter (the rest are �-transitions).In a shift transition a new element (X; ?) (for some X 2 O) is pushed onto HS.The h-list of the new element ontains only a separator `?'.hypothesis-shift This is an �-transition that pushes an element (X;X) (for someX 2 O) onto HS. The h-list of the new element ontains a single hypothesis X .redue This is an �-transition that pops two topmost elements (X; �1) and (Y; �2)from HS and pushes a new element (Z; ) (for some Z 2 O). The h-list  of thenew element is obtained by onatenation of lists �1 and �2 under the followingonvention, avoiding ourrene of suessive separator signs (`?') in �: if �1 = 1?and �2 = ?2, then  = 1 ? 2; otherwise,  = �1�2.left-release This is an �-transition that updates the topmost element (X; �) in HSto be (X 0; �0) (for some X 0 2 O), where �0 is obtained by removing the leftmosthypothesis 4 from �.right-release Similarly, but with the rightmost hypothesis.Di�erent types of transitions are illustrated in Figure 7.The automaton starts its run with HS empty and with its read head at the beginningof the input. It takes a sequene of moves (or steps). Eah step depends on the4If the leftmost value of � is `?', the left� release transition is unde�ned.
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hyper-stakinput word hypothesis-shift [X℄
shift [�;X℄
left-release [X;Y ;Z℄right-release [X;Y ;Z℄

YX hyper-stakX1: : :Y1 : : :YkXm

hyper-stakX X �
hyper-stakZ X1: : :Xm�1 Y2 : : :Yk?

X hyper-stakY1 : : :YkX hyper-stakY1 : : :Yk

X hyper-stakinput word?
hyper-stak: : : Y1X1 : : :Xm YkZ

Fig. 7. Transition types of the L-automatontopmost symbols in HS and possibly on the next input letter. At eah step it performsone of the �ve transition types, desribed above. If a redue transition is de�ned forthe two topmost elements in HS, then the automaton may perform it, thus dereasingthe number of elements in HS. However, the automaton may alternatively perform ashift=hypothesis�shift transition, thus inreasing the number of elements in HS, orit may take left=right� release transition (if the latter are de�ned), thus dereasingthe number of hypotheses in the h-list of the topmost element. If more then onetransition is de�ned at a ertain point, then the automaton makes a nondeterministihoie between possible transitions.The automaton aepts the input string when it is exhausted and HS ontains asingle element (X0; ?) (with an h-list ontaining only a separator `?'), where X0 isthe distinguished objet in O. Note that not every run terminates. For example, theautomaton may systematially hoose to perform hypothesis-shift steps (whih do notdepend on the topmost element(s) of HS), thus running into an in�nite sequene ofmoves, without even reading some of its input.3.2 Formalizing the automatonA formal de�nition of an L-automaton is given below. Automaton transitions arede�ned in two steps: �rst, all the possible transition types are spei�ed; next, several



12 A Lambek Automatononstraints are imposed on the transitions, thus reduing a transition set to a subsetof legal transitions. The onstraints on the automaton transitions simulate the on-straints on the derivation relation of L-grammars, assimilating arbitrary objets toategories; this will be explained in detail in setion 4.Transitions depend on arguments (in square brakets). Some transitions have vari-ables that do not appear in their argument list (for example, �;  in the reduetransition). Those are free variables whose values range over the whole set of possiblevalues (in other words, values of those variables are not relevant for speifying thetransition). In general, every transition of an L-automaton onsiders at most twoperipheral hypotheses in the h-list; the rest of hypotheses (for example, �;  in theredue transitions) are simply opied to the h-list of the uppermost element in HS.Thus, in order to de�ne a transition relation Æ of a spei� L-automaton, it suÆesto supply arguments for all the automaton's transitions, while ensuring that the transi-tion onstraints are satis�ed. For example, in order to de�ne all the shift transitionsof an L-automaton, it suÆes to supply all the pairs of arguments [� 2 �; X 2 O℄required for de�nition of the shift transition below.Definition 3.1A L-automaton is a tuple M = (�;O; X0; Æ), where:� � is a �nite input alphabet.� O is a �nite set of objets, ranged over by X;Xi; Y; Yi; Z; Zi; : : : (where ? 62 O).� X0 2 O is the distinguished objet.� Æ is the transition funtion, de�ned as follows:Æ : (f�g [ (O [ f?g)2 [ (O [ f?g)4)� (� [ f�g) �! Pfin( [i=1:::3(O [ f?g)i)Note, that the two or four items in the domain of Æ in the above de�nition arenot suessive items in HS. Atually, the two items are a main objet and oneperipheral item (either a hypothesis or `?') in the topmost element of HS; likewise,the four items are two pairs of main objet + peripheral item in the two topmostelements of HS.We use the following notation in transition de�nitions:{ (X;Y ) 2 Æ(�; �) stands for the transition that pushes an element (X;Y ) ontoHS on an input letter �;{ (X; �Xr) 2 Æ((Y;Xl�Xr); �) stands for an �-transition that updates the topmostelement in HS by removing its leftmost hypothesis Xl from the h-list Xl�Xr andhanging the main objet from Y to X .{ (Z; �Nr) 2 Æ((X; �Nr)(Y;Nl); �) stands for an �-transition that pops the twotopmost elements from HS and replaes them with a new element, whose mainobjet is Z and whose h-list is the onatenation of h-lists of the removed ele-ments, not inluding the leftmost item Nl of the topmost removed element (here,Nl; Nr range over O [ f?g).In this notation the hyper-stak grows from left to right.The automaton has several types5 of transitions, desribed below, on whih on-5An atual transition is de�ned by supplying values to arguments (in square brakets) of one of the transitiontypes.



A Lambek Automaton 13straints will be imposed.shift [� 2 �; X 2 O℄ : (X; ?) 2 Æ(�; �)hypothesis-shift [X 2 O℄ : (X;X) 2 Æ(�; �)redue [X;Y; Z 2 O℄ : (Z; � ? ) 2 Æ((X; �?)(Y; ?); �)(Z; �NrNl) 2 Æ((X; �Nr)(Y;Nl); �) where Nr 6= ?or Nl 6= ?left-release [X;Y; Z 2 O℄ : (X; �) 2 Æ((Z; Y �); �) where � 6= �right-release [X;Y; Z 2 O℄ : (X; �) 2 Æ((Z; �Y ); �) where � 6= �In order to formulate the onstraints on automaton transitions, we de�ne the equiv-alene relation R� � O � O indued by M . R� is the smallest set satisfying thefollowing onditions:� For all X 2 O : (X;X) 2 R�� For all X1; X2; Y1; Y2; Z1; Z2 2 O suh thatleft-release[X1; Y1; Z1℄, left-release[X2; Y2; Z2℄ orright-release[X1; Y1; Z1℄, right-release[X2; Y2; Z2℄:(X1; X2) 2 R� implies (Y1; Y2) 2 R� and (Z1; Z2) 2 R�(Y1; Y2) 2 R� and (Z1; Z2) 2 R� implies (X1; X2) 2 R�� For all X;Y; Z 2 O : (X;Y ) 2 R� and (Y; Z) 2 R� implies (X;Z) 2 R�Let � be the set of all the equivalene lasses of R�: � = SX2O[X ℄, and let I� bethe identity relation over �: I� = f([X ℄; [X ℄) j [X ℄ 2 �.Next, we reursively de�ne a dependeny relation of M , DM � � � �. DM is theleast set satisfying the following onditions:� For all X;Y; Z 2 O:left-release[X;Y; Z℄ or right-release[X;Y; Z℄ imply ([X ℄; [Y ℄); ([X ℄; [Z℄) 2 DM� For all X;Y; Z 2 O:([X ℄; [Y ℄) 2 DM and ([Y ℄; [Z℄) 2 DM imply ([X ℄; [Z℄) 2 DMNote that in ontrast to R�, DM is not reexive and not symmetri.Finally, we de�ne onstraints on automaton transitions; these onstraints must besatis�ed by every L-automaton:1. For every [X ℄ 2 � there is X1 2 [X ℄ suh that hypothesis-shift[X1℄2. For all X1; Y1; Z1; X2; Y2; Z2 2 O:left-release[X1; Y1; Z1℄ and right-release[X2; Y2; Z2℄ imply [X1℄ 6= [X2℄3. For all X1; Y1; Z1 2 O; X2 2 [X1℄; Y2 2 [Y1℄; Z2 2 [Z1℄:left-release[X1; Y1; Z1℄ i� left-release[X2; Y2; Z2℄, andright-release[X1; Y1; Z1℄ i� right-release[X2; Y2; Z2℄



14 A Lambek Automaton4. For all X;Y; Z 2 O:redue[X;Y; Z℄ i� either left-release[Y;X;Z℄ or right-release[X;Y; Z℄5. DM \ I� = ;The nature and the purpose of automaton onstraints will be disussed in setion 4.2.Some transition types (namely, redue, left � release and right � release) haveside onditions. Thus, release transitions require that the h-list ontains at least onemore item (either an objet from O or ?) exept the released hypothesis; this impliesthat the last hypothesis in the list annot be released, unless an input terminal wasread.As usual for an automaton, a on�guration ontains all omponents relevant to thefuture steps of the automaton. For an L-automaton, this means the HS ontents andthe remaining input.Definition 3.2Let � = (O [ f?g)?, ranged over by �; �i; ; i.Let � be the set of all the possible elements of HS: � = O � �, ranged over6 by�; �i; �; �i.A on�guration of an L-automaton M is the pair hw; �i 2 �? ��+, where w isthe remaining input and � is the ontent of HS.Moves are represented by the binary relation ` between on�gurations, whih isde�ned as follows:haw;�i ` hw;�0i i� � = �1�2, �0 = �1�3 and �3 2 Æ(�2; a) for �1; �2 2 �?, �3 2 �,a 2 � [ f�g.For on�gurations  and 0 we de�ne  `n 0 if there exist on�gurations 1; : : : ; n+1suh that 1 = ; n+1 = 0 and i ` i+1 for 1 � i � n.`?, the reexive transitive losure of `, then stands for Sn�0 `n, and `+ standsfor Sn�1 `n.For an arbitrary w 2 �?, ini = hw; �i is alled an initial on�guration (by abuseof notation, we denote an empty sequene over � by �).The on�guration a = h�; (X0; ?)i, where X0 is the distinguished objet, is alledthe aepting on�guration.A word w 2 �? is aepted by M , if hw; �i `? a.The language of M , is L(M) = fw 2 �? j w is aepted by Mg.A run � of the automaton is a sequene of moves, where every two suessive movesare in the relation `: � = 0 ` 1 ` 2 ` : : :Note, that being nondeterministi, M may have more than one run on a giveninput word, some of whih are in�nite. The example below shows an L-automatonaepting the language f(ab)n j n � 2g.Example 3.3M1 = (fa; bg; fX0; X1; X2; X3; X4; X5; X6; X7; X8g; X0; Æ)where Æ inludes the following transitions:� shift transitions:6Sometimes �; �i; �; �i will denote sequenes of elements over �.



A Lambek Automaton 15{ shift[a;X8℄: (X8; ?) 2 Æ(�; a){ shift[b;X2℄: (X2; ?) 2 Æ(�; b){ shift[b;X5℄: (X5; ?) 2 Æ(�; b){ shift[a;X7℄: (X7; ?) 2 Æ(�; a)� hypothesis-shift transitions: 8 0 � i � 7:hypothesis-shift[Xi℄ : (Xi; Xi) 2 Æ(�; �)� redue transitions: for X 6= ? or Y 6= ?:{ redue[X2; X1; X3℄: (X3; � ? ) 2 Æ((X2; �?)(X1; ?); �)(X3; �XY ) 2 Æ((X2; �X)(X1; Y ); �){ redue[X2; X8; X3℄: (X3; � ? ) 2 Æ((X2; �?)(X8; ?); �)(X3; �XY ) 2 Æ((X2; �X)(X8; Y ); �){ redue[X1; X3; X4℄: (X4; � ? ) 2 Æ((X1; �?)(X3; ?); �)(X4; �XY ) 2 Æ((X1; �X)(X3; Y ); �){ redue[X8; X3; X4℄: (X4; � ? ) 2 Æ((X8; �?)(X3; ?); �)(X4; �XY ) 2 Æ((X8; �X)(X3; Y ); �){ redue[X4; X5; X0℄: (X0; � ? ) 2 Æ((X4; �?)(X5; ?); �)(X0; �XY ) 2 Æ((X4; �X)(X5; Y ); �){ redue[X6; X7; X3℄: (X3; � ? ) 2 Æ((X6; �?)(X7; ?); �)(X3; �XY ) 2 Æ((X6; �X)(X7; Y ); �){ redue[X1; X6; X0℄: (X0; � ? ) 2 Æ((X1; �?)(X6; ?); �)(X0; �XY ) 2 Æ((X1; �X)(X6; Y ); �){ redue[X8; X6; X0℄: (X0; � ? ) 2 Æ((X8; �?)(X6; ?); �)(X0; �XY ) 2 Æ((X8; �X)(X6; Y ); �)� left-release transitions: for � 6= �:{ left-release[X3; X1; X4℄: (X3; �) 2 Æ((X4; X1�); �){ left-release[X3; X8; X4℄: (X3; �) 2 Æ((X4; X8�); �){ left-release[X5; X4; X0℄: (X5; �) 2 Æ((X0; X4�); �){ left-release[X6; X1; X0℄: (X6; �) 2 Æ((X0; X1�); �){ left-release[X6; X8; X0℄: (X6; �) 2 Æ((X0; X8�); �){ left-release[X7; X6; X3℄: (X7; �) 2 Æ((X3; X6�); �)� right-release transitions: for � 6= �:{ right-release[X2; X1; X3℄: (X2; �) 2 Æ(X3; �X1); �){ right-release[X2; X8; X3℄: (X2; �) 2 Æ(X3; �X8); �)



16 A Lambek AutomatonFirst, we verify that M1 is a L-automaton, i.e., that the onstraints introdued inde�nition 3.1 are satis�ed. The equivalene relation R� is:R� = f(X0; X0); (X1; X1); (X2; X2); (X3; X3); (X4; X4); (X5; X5); (X6; X6); (X7; X7);(X8; X8); (X1; X8); (X8; X1)gNote the non-trivial pair (X1; X8) in R�.� = f[X0℄; [X1℄; [X2℄; [X3℄; [X4℄; [X5℄; [X6℄; [X7℄gVeri�ation of the �ve onstraints on the automaton transitions:1. For every 0 � i � 7, hypothesis-shift[Xi℄;as to [X8℄, X1 2 [X8℄2. The �rst argument in the left-release transitions in Æ is either X3; X5; X6 or X7;the �rst argument in the right-release transitions in Æ is X2;[X2℄ 6= [X3℄; [X2℄ 6= [X5℄; [X2℄ 6= [X6℄; [X2℄ 6= [X7℄3. The only non-trivial equivalene lass is [X1℄ = [X8℄.left-release[X3; X1; X4℄ and left-release[X3; X8; X4℄;left-release[X6; X1; X0℄ and left-release[X6; X8; X0℄;�nally, right-release[X2; X1; X3℄ and right-release[X2; X8; X3℄4. hek all the redue transitions in Æ:redue[X2; X1; X3℄ and right-release[X2; X1; X3℄;redue[X2; X8; X3℄ and right-release[X2; X8; X3℄;redue[X1; X3; X4℄ and left-release[X3; X1; X4℄;redue[X8; X3; X4℄ and left-release[X3; X8; X4℄;redue[X4; X5; X0℄ and left-release[X5; X4; X0℄;redue[X6; X7; X3℄ and left-release[X7; X6; X3℄;redue[X1; X6; X0℄ and left-release[X6; X1; X0℄;redue[X8; X6; X0℄ and left-release[X6; X8; X0℄5. DM = f([X2℄; [X1℄); ([X2℄; [X3℄); ([X3℄; [X1℄); ([X3℄; [X4℄); ([X5℄; [X4℄); ([X5℄; [X0℄);([X7℄; [X6℄); ([X7℄; [X3℄); ([X6℄; [X1℄); ([X6℄; [X0℄); ([X2℄; [X4℄); ([X7℄; [X1℄);([X7℄; [X4℄)gI� = f([X0℄; [X0℄); ([X1℄; [X8℄); ([X2℄; [X2℄); ([X3℄; [X3℄); ([X4℄; [X4℄); ([X5℄; [X5℄);([X6℄; [X6℄); ([X7℄; [X7℄)gDM \ I� = ;Figure 8 shows an aepting run �1 of M1 for the word `ababab'.3.3 Properties of the L-automatonWe explore here some properties of L-automata, whih will be used in the next se-tions. First, we show that the maximal number of separators (`?') in an HS elementnever dereases during a run. For the next proposition we use the following notation.Definition 3.4For � 2 (O [ f?g)?, #?(�) denotes the number of `?'s in �.



A Lambek Automaton 17�1 = hababab; �i ` shift [a;X8℄hbabab; (X8; ?)i ` hypothesis-shift [X1℄hbabab; (X8; ?)(X1; X1)i ` shift [b;X2℄habab; (X8; ?)(X1; X1)(X2; ?)i ` shift [a;X8℄hbab; (X8; ?)(X1; X1)(X2; ?)(X8; ?)i ` redue [X2; X8; X3℄hbab; (X8; ?)(X1; X1)(X3; ?)i ` redue [X1; X3; X4℄hbab; (X8; ?)(X4; X1?)i ` shift [b;X5℄hab; (X8; ?)(X4; X1?)(X5; ?)i ` redue [X4; X5; X0℄hab; (X8; ?)(X0; X1?)i ` left-release [X6; X1; X0℄hab; (X8; ?)(X6; ?)i ` shift [a;X7℄hb; (X8; ?)(X6; ?)(X7; ?)i ` redue [X6; X7; X3℄hb; (X8; ?)(X3; ?)i ` redue [X8; X3; X4℄hb; (X4; ?)i ` shift [b;X5℄h�; (X4; ?)(X5; ?)i ` redue [X4; X5; X0℄h�; (X0; ?)iFig. 8. An aepting run of M1 for the string `ababab'Proposition 3.5(M-invariant)For every L-automaton move hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xk; �k))i ` hw; (B1; 1) : : : (Bm; m)i,MAXi=1;:::;k #?(�i) �MAXj=1;:::;m #?(j)Proof. The proof is by ase analysis over transition types.� shift: hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xk; �k))i ` hw; (X1; �1) : : : (Xk; �k)(X; �)i.The element (X; �) is added into HS, thus satisfying the laim.� hypothesis� shift: similar.� redue:hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xk�2; �k�2)(Xk�1; �k�1)(Xk; �k))i ` hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xk�2; �k�2)(X; �)i.Let MAX1�i�k#(�i) = n. If #?(�k�1) < n and #?(�k) < n, then the laim triv-ially holds. Suppose without loss of generality, that #?(�k�1) = n. There are twopossibilities:1. If �k�1 = 1? and �k = ?2 then by the redue transition de�nition � = 1 ? 2and thus #?(�) � n, thus satisfying the laim.2. Otherwise, � = �k�1�k, and thus again #?(�) � n.� left�release: hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xk�1; �k�1)(Xk; �k))i ` hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xk�1; �k�1)(X; �)i.Let MAX1�i�k#(�i) = n. If #?(�k) < n, then the laim trivially holds.Suppose that #?(�k) = n. By the left � release transition de�nition �k = Y �where Y 2 O, thus implying that #?(�) = n.� right� release: similar.The above proposition implies an important property of the struture of h-listsduring aepting runs.



18 A Lambek AutomatonProposition 3.6Let � = hu; �i `n hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xk; �k)i be a subrun of an aepting run. Then forevery 1 � i � k:� �i = 1 ? 2, where 1; 2 2 O?or� �i 2 O+.Proof. The proof is by indution on n, the length of �.n = 1: the �rst step is either shift or hypothesis�shift (the rest of the transitionsare unde�ned when the automaton is in its initial on�guration). Consequently, afterthe �rst step HS ontains either (X; ?) or (X;X), thus satisfying the onditions.Suppose the laim holds for runs of length� n. Consider a run of length n + 1.Let (X1; �1) : : : (Xk; �k) be the ontent of HS just before the last step of the run. Bythe indution hypothesis the laim is satis�ed for every 1 � i � k. There are severalpossibilities for the n+ 1-th step:� shift: after this step HS ontains (X1; �1) : : : (Xk; �k)(X; ?), whih veri�es thelaim.� hypothesis� shift: after this step HS ontains (X1; �1) : : : (Xk; �k)(X;X), whihveri�es the laim.� redue: (X1; �1) : : : (Xk2 ; �k�2)(Xk�1; �k�1)(Xk; �k) ` (X1; �1) : : : (Xk2 ; �k�2)(X; �).By the indution hypothesis, �k�1 6= � and �k 6= �, implying that � 6= �. Fur-thermore, sine � is a subrun of an aepting run and sine a = h�; ?i, then byproposition 3.5, #?(�) � #?(?) = 1. Thus, either � = 1 ? 2 (12 2 O?) or� 2 O+.� left� release: (X1; �1) : : : (Xk1 ; �k�1)(Xk; �k) ` (X1; �1) : : : (Xk1 ; �k�1)(X; �).The left-release transition de�nition requires that � 6= �. Furthermore, sine �is a subrun of an aepting run and sine a = h�; ?i, then by proposition 3.5,#?(�) � #?(?) = 1. Thus, either � = 1 ? 2 (12 2 O?) or � 2 O+.� right� release: similar.The next two properties are inherent to every automaton having a stak. We relatethem to the L-automaton, whose hyper-stak is a generalization of a stak.� wrapping a run: adding elements at the bottom of HS and adding more input at theend of a given input does not a�et a given sequene of moves; the e�et of theseoperations is like `wrapping' a run by a bigger run, i.e., it is like the automatondoes some moves (�lling HS) before a run starts, and some moves (reading moreinput) after a run ends.� unwrapping a run: if a given sequene of moves does not hange some lower ele-ments in HS, and if it does not read the whole input, then the untouhed elementsmay be removed from HS and the unread input may be removed, resulting in thesame sequene of moves; the e�et of these operations is like `unwrapping' a runout of a bigger run, s.t. the resulting run starts at the initial on�guration andreads the whole input.



A Lambek Automaton 19Proposition 3.7(Wrapping a run)If � = hu; �i `k h�; (X1; �1) : : : (Xn; �n)i is a run of M , then:1. (adding more input after the given one):for every v 2 �? there is a run �0 = huv; �i `k hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xn; �n)i,where for every 0 � i � k,if i = 
w; (X i1; �i1) : : : (X in; �in)� then 0i = 
wv; (X i1; �i1) : : : (X in; �in)�.2. (adding elements at the bottom of HS):for every �1; : : : ; �m 2 � (m � 1) there is a run�00 = hu; �1 : : : �mi `k h�; �1 : : : �m � (X1; �1) : : : (Xn; �n)i,where for every 0 � i � k,if i = 
u; (X i1; �i1) : : : (X in; �in); � then 00i = 
u; �1 : : : �m � (X i1; �i1) : : : (X in; �in)�.Proposition 3.8(Unwrapping a run)If � = huv; �1 : : : �mi `k hv; �1 : : : �m � (X1; �1) : : : (Xn; �n)i (k � 0) is a run of M ,where for every 0 � i � k, i = 
uiv; �1 : : : �m�i� for some ui 2 �?, �i 2 �?, then:1. (removing the unread input):there is a run �0 = hu; �1 : : : �mi `k h�; �1 : : : �m � (X1; �1) : : : (Xn; �n)i,where for every 0 � i � k, 0i = 
ui; �1 : : : �m�i�.2. (removing the untouhed lower items from HS):there is a run �00 = huv; �i `k hv; (X1; �1) : : : (Xn; �n)i,where for every 0 � i � k, 00i = 
uiv; �i�.The proofs of both propositions are by a straightforward indution on the length of �;they are similar to the proofs of the orresponding theorems for pushdown automataand are omitted here.Note, that not every sequene of moves may be unwrapped, but only those sequenesthat do not hange one or more lower elements of HS or do not read the whole input.Let us fous on runs that do not touh lower elements of HS and observe someproperties of suh runs.Consider an aepting run �. Vauously, it does not hange the lower elements inHS, sine in the initial on�guration HS is empty. Furthermore, aepting runs have aproperty relating to HS ontent: in the initial on�guration ini HS is empty, whereasin the aepting on�guration a it ontains the single element (X0; ?); thus, thetotal number of elements in HS is inreased by one, though during the run HS mighthave ontained more elements. In general, not only aepting runs have the aboveproperties. For example, we may wrap an aepting run � by a bigger run (addingk elements at the bottom of HS and, possibly, adding more input). The resultingrun has the same moves as in �; onsequently, the resulting run will also inrease thenumber of elements in HS by one; furthermore, it will not hange k lower elementsin HS. We all suh runs balaned runs; namely, balaned runs are runs that do nothange already existing elements in HS and inrease by one a number of elements inHS.Definition 3.9A balaned run of an L-automaton is a sequene of moves � = i `+ j of the formhwi; �i ` hwi+1; ��1i `? hwj ; � � (X; �)i,



20 A Lambek Automatonwhere � 2 �?, and for every i � k � j, k = hwk; ��ki for some wk 2 �? and some�k 2 �+.Proposition 3.10Every �nite sequene of moves of an L-automaton may be partitioned into a sequeneof balaned runs.Proof. Consider a sequene of moves � = 0 `+ k. Let k = hwk ; (X1; �1) : : : (Xn; �n)i,n � 1. Then, for every 1 � i � n there is the minimal ji (1 � ji � k), suh that afterthe ji-th move the i lower elements (X1; �1) : : : (Xi; �i) do not hange. Thus, � maybe partitioned into n sequenes �1 : : : �n:�1 = 0 `+ j1 ; �2 = j1 `+ j2 ; : : : ; �n�1 = jn�2 `+ jn�1 ; �n = jn�1 `+ kwhere every �i inreases by one the number of elements in HS, and the elements thatare in HS at the beginning of �i are not hanged during �i. Note, that all the runs�i may be unwrapped (by proposition 3.7), resulting in runs starting from the initialon�guration ini and reading the whole input.Proposition 3.11(Properties of balaned runs)1. Every balaned run starts with a shift or hypothesis-shift transition.2. A balaned run of length� 2 does not end with shift or hypothesis-shift transition.Proof. Let � = hu; �1 : : : �ni `k hv; �1 : : : �n�i be a balaned run, where �i; � 2� (1 � i � n).1. Sine � is balaned, it does not hange the initial ontent of HS, �1 : : : �n. Con-sequently, the �rst step of � annot be redue (beause it would remove �n fromHS), and it annot be left� release=right� release (beause they would hange�n in HS). Thus, the only possibilities are shift and hypothesis� shift.2. Suppose � is of length� 2 and the last move of � is shift or hypothesis� shift.Sine shift and hypothesis� shift add � into HS, then the rest of moves do notinrease the number of elements in HS; thus, those moves end with HS ontain-ing only �1 : : : �n. By (1), those moves begin with shift or hypothesis� shift;furthermore, they must remove all the elements that they pushed over �1 : : : �n.However, when removing the last element over �1 : : : �n, redue removes also �n,whih ontradits the fat that � is a balaned run.4 Relating L-automata and L-grammarsIn this setion we de�ne a notion of tight relation between L-automata and L-grammars, suh that every L-automaton is tightly related to some L-grammar andvie versa, every L-grammar is tightly related to some L-automaton. The pairs au-tomaton+grammar in this relation satisfy the following property: every aepting runof the L-automaton simulates a witness derivation in the orresponding L-grammar,



A Lambek Automaton 21and vie versa, every witness derivation in an L-grammar is simulated by an aept-ing run of the orresponding L-automaton. In partiular, suh a tightly-related pairde�ne the same language. Furthermore, if some word has multiple witness deriva-tions, then it has multiple aepting runs of the orresponding L-automaton (eahrun simulating one derivation), and vie versa. We will show how to onstrut atightly-related L-automaton MG to a given the grammar G, and vie versa, how toonstrut tightly-related L-grammar GM to a given L-automaton M .4.1 The tight relation between L-automata and L-grammarsWe start by de�ning how an aepting run of an L-automaton simulates a witnessderivation in L.Definition 4.1Let G = (�;B; �0; �) be an L-grammar, and M = (�;O; X0; Æ) be an L-automaton.Let T : O �! C be a mapping7 from O into ategories over B. Given a markedL-derivation tree � of length n (n � 1):� = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vn; hildren(vn);�n � �n)iand a run � = 0 `n n ofM of length n, we say that � and � are T -related (denotedby � �T �) i� for every 1 � j � n the following onditions hold:1. �j � �j is the axiom �j � �j and hildren(vj) = �, where �j 2 �[�℄, i� the movej�1 ` j is shift [�;X ℄ and �j = T (X);2. �j � �j is the axiom [�j ℄� �j (�j is a labeled assumption) i� the move j�1 ` j ishypothesis� shift [X ℄ and �j = T (X);3. �j � �j is obtained from �m � �m (m < j � 1) and �j�1 � �j�1 by an arrow elim-ination rule appliation i� the move j�1 ` j is redue [Y; Z;X ℄ (where T (Y ) =�m; T (Z) = �j�1) and �j = T (X);4. �j��j is obtained from �j�1��j�1 by an arrow introdution (! I) rule appliationi� the move j�1 ` j is left � release [X;Y; Z℄ (where T (Z) = �j�1) and �j =T (X);5. �j��j is obtained from �j�1��j�1 by an arrow introdution ( I) rule appliationi� the move j�1 ` j is right � release [X;Y; Z℄ (where T (Z) = �j�1) and �j =T (X).Tight-relatedness is very strong in that it overs every derivation step and everyautomaton move, making orrespondene between them. Thus, one immediate obser-vation is that if � �T �, then so are the subsequenes of � and � of the same lengthstarting at the same index. Following is a demonstration of this orrespondene foran arrow elimination rule appliation.Let � be a single derivation tree, where the last inferene rule is arrow elimination:� : �1 : ...�m � �m �2 : ...�n�1 � �n�1�n � �n (! E)7Note, that T is not required to be an one-to-one or onto funtion. Indeed, there is no one-to-one and ontofuntion from a �nite set of objets O to an in�nite set of ategories C.



22 A Lambek Automatonor in a linearized notation:� = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vm; hildren(vm);�m � �m); : : : ;(vn�1; hildren(vn�1);�n�1 � �n�1); (vn; fvm; vn�1g;�n � �n)iand let � �T �. Clearly, � may be partitioned into three parts:1. The pre�x of �, h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vm; hildren(vm);�m � �m)i, is alinearization of �1;2. The middle part of �,h(vm+1; hildren(vm+1);�m+1 � �m+1); : : : ; (vn�1; hildren(vn�1);�n�1 � �n�1)i ;is a linearization of �2;3. The last part is the root of �, h(vn; fvm; vn�1g;�n � �n)i.Sine the i-th derivation step of � orresponds to i-th automaton move in �, � mayalso be partitioned into three parts �1; �2 and �3, where �1 �T �1, �2 �T �2 and�3 �T �3. As we will show in proposition 4.3, �1 and �2 are balaned runs, implyingthat:� at the end of �1 HS ontains a single element (Y; �1), where �m = T (Y );� at the end of �2 (preeded by �1) HS ontains two elements (Y; �1)(Z; �2), where�n�1 = T (Z).Finally, after the last (redue) step of � the elements (Y; �1)(Z; �2) are popped fromHS and a new element (X; ) is pushed onto HS, where �n = T (X).Thus we arrive at an important observation, that after a sequene of transitions�1 � �2, orresponding to a linearization of two subtrees �1;�2, HS ontains twoelements, whose main objets Y; Z orrespond to the roots of the subtrees �1;�2.A similar statement is true for arrow introdution rule appliations in �. This maybe further generalized, stating that after a run T -related to an ordered forest ofderivation trees �, HS ontains elements with main objets orresponding to theroots of �.The following observation is slightly more ompliated; it is summarized in theproposition below. In the following proposition we use input�(i; j) to denote theinput that is read during the subrun i `+ j of �.Definition 4.2Let � = 0 `n n be a run of an L-automaton and let i `+ j be a subrun of �,ontaining the following shift transitions:shift [�1; X1℄ ; : : : ; shift [�m; Xm℄ in the order of their appearane in i `+ j .Then, input�(i; j) = �1 : : : �m.In the next proposition we naturally extend T to sequenes of objets from O:T (�) = �; T (X1 : : :Xn) = T (X1) : : : T (Xn)Proposition 4.3Let M = (�;O; X0; Æ) be an L-automaton and G = (�;B; �0; �) be an L-grammar,and let T : O �! C be a mapping from the O into the ategories over B. Let � be amarked derivation treeh(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vk; hildren(vk);�k � �k)i



A Lambek Automaton 23and � = hw; �i ` hw1; �1i `k�1 hwk; �ki be a run of M , suh that � �T �: Then thefollowing onditions hold:1. � is a balaned run: � = hw; �i `k hwk; � � (Xk; �k)i2. yield(�) = input�(0; k);3. � �k = [�lk℄�̂0k[�rk℄ (�̂0k 6= �) and �k = �lk ? �rk, where �lk = T (�lk) and �rk = T (�rk);or� �k = [�0k℄ and �0k = T (�k);Proof. We prove the proposition by indution on k, the length of � and �.k = 1: � is the axiom �1 � �1, and � ontains one step hw; �i ` hw1; � � (X1; �1)i.1. during � the single element (X1; �1) is added onto HS; thus � is ertainly a bal-aned run.2. � If the �rst move is hypothesis� shift [X1℄ then input�(0; 1) = � and by de�ni-tion 4.1 �1 = [�1℄, implying that yield(�) = �;� if the �rst move shift [�;X1℄ then input�(0; 1) = � and by de�nition 4.1 �1 = �1and hildren(v1) = � where �1 2 �[�℄, implying that yield(�) = �.3. � if �1 = �1 then by de�nition 4.1 the �rst move is shift, implying that �1 = ?;� if �1 = [�1℄ then by de�nition 4.1 the �rst move is hypothesis� shift, implyingthat �1 = X1, where �1 = T (X1).Suppose the onditions hold for � and � of length� k (k � 1), and let � and � beof length k + 1:� = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vk+1; hildren(vk+1);�k+1 � �k+1)i� = hw; �i ` hw1; �1i `k hwk+1; �k+1iThere are �ve possibilities for the last move of � and the last inferene rule appliationof �, respetively:� shift + axiom:This is impossible for the trees of length� 2, beause the only derivation tree thatends with the axiom is the axiom itself.� hypothesis-shift + axiom:Again, this ase is impossible.� redue + arrow elimination:The k'th move ishwk; �k � (Y; �Y )(Z; �Z)i `redue hwk; �k � (Xk+1; �k+1)iand � is obtained from two subtrees �1 and �2 by an arrow elimination ruleappliation: � : �1 : ...�i � �i �2 : ...�k � �k�k+1 � �k+1where �k+1 = T (Xk+1). Note, that yield(�) = yield(�1) � yield(�2).By the T -relation de�nition, as explained in page 21, � an be partitioned into



24 A Lambek Automatonthree parts, where the �rst part �1 �T �1, the middle part �2 �T �2, and thelast part �3 is a single redue step:�1 = hw; �i `i hwi; �i � (Y; �Y )i�2 = hwi; �i � (Y; �Y )i `k�i hwk ; �k � (Y; �Y )(Z; �Z)i�3 = hwk ; �k � (Y; �Y )(Z; �Z)i `redue hwk ; �k � (Xk+1; �k+1)iwhere �i = T (Y ) and �k = T (Z).1. By the indution hypothesis �1 and �2 are balaned runs, i.e. �i = �k = �, wherej = 
wj ; ��0j� (1 � j � k). Therefore, � = hw; �i `k+1 hwk+1; � � (Xk+1; �k+1)iis a balaned run too.2. First, note that input�(0; k+1) = input�(0; i) � input�(i+1; k), beause the lastmove of � is not shift.Let input�(0; i) = u1 and input�(i+1; k) = u2 (u1; u2 2 �?), where input�(0; k+1) = u1u2. Then by the indution hypothesis yield(�1) = u1 and yield(�2) =u2, thus implying that yield(�) = yield(�1) � yield(�2) = u1u2.3. Sine � is a marked derivation tree, the labeled assumptions of �k+1 are pe-ripheral. Therefore, �k+1 has one of the following forms:�k+1 = [�lk+1℄�̂0k+1[�rk+1℄ (�0k+1 6= �) or �k+1 = [�0k+1℄.{ If �k+1 = [�lk+1℄�̂0k+1[�rk+1℄ (�0k+1 6= �)then by the arrow elimination rule de�nition there are three possibilities:(a) if �i = [�li℄�̂0i[�ri ℄ (�0i 6= �) and �k = [�0k℄, where �k+1 = [�li℄�̂0i[�ri�0k℄,then by the indution hypothesis �Y = �lY ? �rY (where �li = T (�lY ),�ri = T (�rY ) ) and �0k = T (�Z), whih by the de�nition of redue impliesthat �k+1 = �lY ? �rY �Z , where �li = T (�lY ) and �ri�0k = T (�rY �Z).(b) �i = [�0i℄ and �k = [�lk℄�̂0k[�rk℄ (�0k 6= �), where �k+1 = [�0i�lk℄�̂0k[�rk℄.This ase is symmetri to the previous ase.() if �i = [�li℄�̂0i (�0i 6= �) and �k = �̂0k[�rk℄ (�0k 6= �), where �k+1 = [�li℄�̂0i�̂0k[�rk℄,then by the indution hypothesis �Y = �lY ? (where �li = T (�lY )) and�Z = ?�rZ (where �rk = T (�rZ)), whih by the de�nition of redue impliesthat �k+1 = �lY ? �rZ , where �li = T (�lY ) and �rk = T (�rZ).{ If �k+1 = [�0k+1℄ then by the arrow elimination rule de�nition �i = [�0i℄ and�k = [�0k℄, where �k+1 = [�0i�0k℄,then by the indution hypothesis �0i = T (�Y ) and �0k = T (�Z),whih by the redue step de�nition implies that�k+1 = [�0i�0k℄ = T (�Y �Z) = T (�k+1)� left-release + arrow introdution:The move k ` k+1 ishwk; �k � (Xk; Y �)i `left�release hwk; �k � (Xk+1; �)iand � is obtained from the subtree �1 by an arrow introdution (! I) ruleappliation: � : �1 : ...[� ℄�� �k�k+1 � �k+1 (! I) (� 6= �)



A Lambek Automaton 25where �k+1 = (� ! �k) = T (Xk+1) and �k+1 = �. Note, that yield(�) =yield(�1), beause the disharged assumption [� ℄ does not add a letter to yield(�1).Therefore, � may be partitioned into two parts, where the �rst part �1 �T �1,and the seond part �2 is the single left-release step:�1 = hw; �i `k hwk; �k � (Xk; Y �)i�2 = hwk; �k � (Xk; Y �)i `left�release hwk; �k � (Xk+1; �)iwhere �k = T (Xk).1. By the indution hypothesis �1 is a balaned run, i.e. �k = �, where j =
wj ; ��0j� (1 � j � k). Therefore, � = hw; �i `k+1 hwk; � � (Xk+1; �)i is abalaned run too.2. First, note that input�(0; k+1) = input�(0; k), beause the last move of � is notshift. Let input�(0; k) = input�(0; k+1) = u (u 2 �?). Then by the indutionhypothesis yield(�1) = u, thus implying that yield(�) = yield(�1) = u.3. Sine � is a marked derivation tree, the labeled assumptions of �k+1 are pe-ripheral. Therefore, �k+1 has one of the following forms:�k+1 = [�lk+1℄�̂0k+1[�rk+1℄ (�0k+1 6= �) or �k+1 = [�0k+1℄.{ If �k+1 = [�lk+1℄�̂0k+1[�rk+1℄ (�0k+1 6= �),then by the arrow introdution rule de�nition [� ℄� = [��lk+1℄�̂0k+1[�rk+1℄,implying by the indution hypothesis that Y � = Y �l ? �r, where ��lk+1 =T (Y �l), �rk+1 = T (�r), and thus � = �l ? �r, where �lk+1 = T (�l), �rk+1 =T (�r).{ If �k+1 = [�0k+1℄,then by the arrow introdution rule de�nition [� ℄� = [��0k+1℄ (�0k+1 6= �),implying by the indution hypothesis that ��0k+1 = T (Y �), and thus �0k+1 =T (�).� right-release + arrow introdution:This ase is symmetri to the previous ase (left-release + arrow introdution).Now we are ready to formulate the relationships between the L-automaton and theL-grammar.Definition 4.4(Automaton-grammar tight relation)LetG = (�;B; �0; �) be an L-grammar, and letM = (�;O; X0; Æ) be an L-automaton.We say that G andM are tightly related (denoted byM � G) i� there is a mappingT : O �! C suh that �0 = T (X0) and:� for every marked normal witness derivation � in G there is a run � = ini `n nof M suh that � �T �;� for every aepting run � = ini `n a of M there is a marked L-derivation �suh that � �T �.Note that sine T is a funtion, then there is a unique marked L-derivation �for every aepting run � in the above de�nition. On the other hand, sine T is notrequired to be a one-to-one funtion, then there may be several runs for some markednormal witness derivations in the above de�nition.



26 A Lambek AutomatonExample 4.5The automaton M1 from example 3.3 and the grammar G2 from example 2.8 aretightly related (M1 � G2). A mapping T between O and C is:T (X0) = AT (X1) = BT (X2) = ((B ! C) B)T (X3) = (B ! C)T (X4) = CT (X5) = (C ! A)T (X6) = (B ! A)T (X7) = ((B ! A)! (B ! C))T (X8) = BWe do not prove here that M1 � G2. We will reah this onlusion when demonstrat-ing how the L-automaton may be onstruted from the L-grammar, and vie versa.In this example we show that the run �1 of M1 from Figure 8 and the derivation tree�1 of G2 from example 2.8 are T -related (�1 �T �1). Figure 9 demonstrates this.Note that the mapping T in the tight relation is not unique. Namely, one may �ndan L-automaton M and an L- grammar G, where there are two di�erent mappings Tand T 0 between O and C suh that both T and T 0 satisfy the onditions as requiredby de�nition 4.4. This is demonstrated in the following example.Example 4.6Let G = (fa; bg; (A;B;C); �; A) be an L-grammar, where�[a℄ = fB;Cg and �[b℄ = f(B ! A); (C ! A)gand let M = (fa; bg; fX0; X1; X2; X3; X4g; X0; Æ) be an L-automaton, where Æ on-tains the following transitions:� shift[a;X1℄, shift[a;X3℄, shift[b;X2℄, shift[b;X4℄;� hypothesis-shift[Xi℄ for every 0 � i � 4;� redue[X1; X2; X0℄, redue[X3; X4; X0℄;� left-release[X2; X1; X0℄, left-release[X4; X3; X0℄.Consider the following mappings T and T 0 between O and C:T (X0) = A; T (X1) = B; T (X2) = (B ! A); T (X3) = C; T (X4) = (C ! A)T 0(X0) = A; T 0(X1) = C; T 0(X2) = (C ! A); T 0(X3) = B; T 0(X4) = (B ! A)We show that both T and T 0 satisfy the onditions as required by de�nition 4.4.Note, that L(G) = fabg, where the only witness derivations in G are:�1 : aB b(B ! A)A (! E) �2 : aC b(C ! A)A (! E)and L(M) = fabg, where the only aepting runs are:�1 = hab; �i ` hb; (X1; ?)i ` h�; (X1; ?)(X2; ?)i ` h�; (X0; ?)i



A Lambek Automaton 27�1 = �1 = hhababab; �i (v10 ; �;B � B);`shift hbabab; (X8; ?)i B = T (X8)(v3 ; �; [B℄� B);`hypothesis�shift hbabab; (X8; ?)(X1 ;X1)i B = T (X1)(v1; �; ((B ! C) B) � ((B ! C) B));`shift habab; (X8; ?)(X1;X1)(X2; ?)i ((B ! C) B) = T (X2)(v2; �;B �B);`shift hbab; (X8; ?)(X1;X1)(X2 ; ?)(X8; ?)i B = T (X8)(v4; (v1; v2); ((B ! C) B) B � (B ! C));`redue hbab; (X8; ?)(X1; X1)(X3; ?)i (B ! C) = T (X3)(v5; (v3; v4); [B℄ ((B ! C) B) B �C);`redue hbab; (X8; ?)(X4; X1?)i C = T (X4)(v6; �; (C ! A)� (C ! A));`shift hab; (X8; ?)(X4;X1?)(X5 ; ?)i (C ! A) = T (X5)(v7; (v5; v6); [B℄ ((B ! C) B) B (C ! A)�A);`redue hab; (X8; ?)(X0; X1?)i A = T (X0)(v8; (v7); ); ((B ! C) B) B (C ! A)� (B ! A));`left�release hab; (X8; ?)(X6; ?)i (B ! A) = T (X6)(v9; �; ((B ! A)! (B ! C)) � ((B ! A)! (B ! C)));`shift hb; (X8; ?)(X6; ?)(X7 ; ?)i ((B ! A)! (B ! C)) = T (X7)(v11 ; (v8; v9); ((B ! C) B) B (C ! A) ((B ! A)! (B ! C)) � (B ! C));`redue hb; (X8; ?)(X3 ; ?)i (B ! C) = T (X3)(v12; (v10; v11); B ((B ! C) B) B (C ! A) ((B ! A)! (B ! C)) �C);`redue hb; (X4; ?)i C = T (X4)(v13; �; (C ! A)� (C ! A));`shift h�; (X4 ; ?)(X5; ?)i (C ! A) = T (X5)(v14; (v12; v13); B ((B ! C) B) B (C ! A) ((B ! A)! (B ! C)) (C ! A)� A)i`redue h�; (X0; ?)i A = T (X0)Fig. 9. The run �1 and the derivation tree �1 are T -related�2 = hab; �i ` hb; (X3; ?)i ` h�; (X3; ?)(X4; ?)i ` h�; (X0; ?)iWhen onsidering the mapping T , it is easy to see that �1 �T �1 and �2 �T �2;similarly, when onsidering the mapping T 0, it is obvious that �2 �T 0 �1 and �1 �T 0�2.The non-surprising onlusion of an automaton and a grammar being tightly relatedis that they aept the same languages.Proposition 4.7Let M be an L-automaton and G be an L-grammar.Then, M � G implies L(M) = L(G).Proof.� L(M) � L(G):



28 A Lambek AutomatonLet w 2 L(M), w 6= �, i.e. M has an aepting run � = ini `n a� = hw; �i `+ h�; (X0; ?)iSine M � G, there is a marked derivation tree � suh that � �T �.Let root(�) = � � � ; then, � = T (X0) = �0. Furthermore, by proposition 4.3(ondition 2), yield(�) = input�(0; n) = w. Sine �n = ?, then by proposition 4.3(ondition 3) � does not ontain labeled assumptions, i.e. � 2 �[yield(�)℄, thusimplying that � 2 �[w℄. Therefore, � is the witness derivation for w.� L(G) � L(M):Let w 2 L(G), w 6= �, i.e. there is a (normal) witness derivation ���0 in G, where� 2 �[w℄.� = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vn; hildren(vn);�n � �n)iwhere �n = � and �n = �0.Sine M � G, M has a run � = ini `n +n suh that � �T �; further-more, � is a balaned run by proposition 4.3 (ondition 1), whih implies thatn = h�; (X0; �n)i. Sine �n = � does not ontain labeled assumptions then byproposition 4.3 (ondition 3) �n = ? and thusn = h�; (X0; ?)i = aimplying that � is an aepting run.By proposition 4.3 (ondition 2), input�(0; n) = yield(�) = w, i.e, M reads theinput word w during the run �; w 2 L(M) follows.4.2 L-automaton onstraintsThe L-automaton was designed as a omputational tool tightly related to L-grammarsby simulating Natural Dedution derivations. As we showed in the previous setion,there is a remarkable orrespondene between redue transitions and arrow elimi-nation rules, release transitions and arrow introdution rules, shift transitions andaxioms. However, this orrespondene is violated by the following fat: in an arbi-trary L-automaton there are no dependenies between di�erent kinds of transitions,whereas in L there are impliit onstraints on ategories appearing in inferene rule.For example, beause of onstraints 4, 2 and 5, it is impossible to have an L-automatonontaining both of the two following redue transitions:redue [X1; X2; X ℄ ; redue [X2; X1; X ℄whih would have required the following impossible situation in the grammar:�1 �2� �2 �1�where T (X1) = �1; T (X2) = �2 and T (X) = � . Another example is that in anarbitraryL-derivation we may assume any ategory and further disharge it. However,



A Lambek Automaton 29an L-automaton may put in an h-list only those objets, for whih hypothesis�shifttransition is de�ned. This motivates to onstrain the transition relation Æ of anL-automaton. These onstraints, indued by inferene rules of L, make every L-automaton being tightly related to some L-grammar, and vie versa.Let us review the onstraints appearing in de�nition 3.1 and explain them. LetM be an L-automaton and let G be an L-grammar, suh that M � G; let T be themapping from O into C as required by de�nition 4.4.First, we explain the reason for using the equivalene relation R� indued by M .Let left�release [X;Y; Z℄ and left�release [X1; Y1; Z1℄ for someX;Y; Z;X1; Y1; Z1 2O. M � G implies that T (X) = (T (Y ) ! T (Z)) and T (X1) = (T (Y1) ! T (Z1)).Suppose now that Y = Y1 and Z = Z1. Then, T (X) = (T (Y ) ! T (Z)) = (T (Y1) !T (Z1)) = T (X1). The other diretion is similar: suppose X = X1. Then, T (X) =T (X1) implies (T (Y ) ! T (Z)) = (T (Y1) ! T (Z1)), and thus T (Y ) = T (Y1) andT (Z) = T (Z1). To sum up, we obtained that T (X) = T (X1) i� T (Y ) = T (Y1) andT (Z) = T (Z1). Thus, the equivalene relation R� atually ontains pairs of objets(U;W ) 2 R� suh that T (U) = T (Z).We extend T to equivalene lasses as follows: T ([X ℄) = T (X). Sine T (X1) =T (X2) for every X1; X2 2 [X ℄, then T ([X ℄) is well de�ned.Let R� be the equivalene relation indued by M and let � be the set of allthe equivalene lasses of R�. Below we give some intuition for the onstraints onautomaton transitions, spei�ed in the de�nition 3.1. As we will show later in thissetion, these onstraints are neessary for building an L-grammar tightly related toa given L-automaton.1. For every X 2 � there is X1 2 [X ℄ suh that hypothesis� shift [X1℄.As we noted above, in an arbitrary L-grammar any ategory may be assumed as ahypothesis. Likewise, an L-automaton should have a hypothesis�shift transitionfor at least one representative of every equivalene lass.2. For all X1; Y1; Z1; X2; Y2; Z2 2 O:left-release[X1; Y1; Z1℄ and right-release[X2; Y2; Z2℄ imply [X1℄ 6= [X2℄.This onstraint atually says that two ategories annot be equal if one of themis (T (Y1)! T (Z1)), while the other is (T (Y2) T (Z2)).3. For all X1; Y1; Z1 2 O; X2 2 [X1℄; Y2 2 [Y1℄; Z2 2 [Z1℄:left�release [X1; Y1; Z1℄ i� left�release [X2; Y2; Z2℄, whereas right�release [X1; Y1; Z1℄i� right� release [X2; Y2; Z2℄.This onstraint avoids the following problem. Let M be the following automaton:M = (fa; b; g; fX;Y; Z1; Z2; P;Q; U; V g; Q; Æ), where Æ ontains the followingtransitions:� shift [a;X ℄, shift [b; Y ℄, shift [; P ℄;� hypothesis�shift [X ℄, hypothesis�shift [Y ℄, hypothesis�shift [Z1℄, hypothesis�shift [Z2℄,hypothesis�shift [P ℄, hypothesis�shift [Q℄, hypothesis�shift [U ℄, hypothesis�shift [V ℄;� redue [X;Y; Z1℄, left� release [Y;X;Z1℄;� redue [Z2; P;Q℄, left� release [P;Z2; Q℄;� redue [Z1; U; V ℄, right� release [Z1; U; V ℄;� redue [Z2; U; V ℄, right� release [Z2; U; V ℄;



30 A Lambek AutomatonNote, that M satis�es all the onstraints exept onstraint 3. If there is an L-grammar G s.t. M � G, then, as we mentioned earlier:� T (Y ) = (T (X)! T (Z1))� T (P ) = (T (Z2)! T (Q))� T (Z1) = T (Z2) = (T (U) T (V ))Consider now the following witness derivation � for ab in G:
� : aT (X) b(T (X)! T (Z1))T (Z1) (! E) (T (Z1)! T (Q))T (Q) (! E)The �rst (! E) appliation in the above derivation may be simulated by redue [X;Y; Z1℄:T (X) (T (X)! T (Z1))T (Z1) (! E)() redue [X;Y; Z1℄and the seond one may be simulated by redue [Z2; P;Q℄:T (Z2) (T (Z2)! T (Q))T (Q) (! E)() redue [Z2; P;Q℄Unfortunately, Z1 6= Z2, and thus these two transitions annot our in suessiveautomaton moves; furthermore, there is no aepting run of M whih is T -relatedto �.On the other hand, ifM satis�ed onstraint 3, then Æ would ontain redue [Z1; P;Q℄,whih, applied after redue [X;Y; Z1℄, would omplete an aepting run of M T -related to �.4. For all X;Y; Z 2 O:redue [X;Y; Z℄ i� either left� release [Y;X;Z℄ or right� release [X;Y; Z℄.This onstraint simulates the following property of L-grammars: the arrow intro-dution rule T (X)�� T (Z)T (Y ) (! I)may be applied i� the arrow elimination ruleT (X) T (Y )T (Z) (! E)may be applied (whih means that T (Y ) = (T (X)! T (Z)) ),and similarly for ( I); ( E).5. DM \ I� = ;.This onstraint atually says that there are no yles in dependeny relation,i.e. it annot happen that [X1℄ depends on [X2℄, [X2℄ depends on [X3℄,. . . ,[Xn℄ depends on [X1℄. Note that ([X1℄; [X2℄) 2 DM means that T ([X2℄) 2ST (fT [X1℄g)nfT [X1℄g. Thus, it is obvious that T ([X ℄) 62 ST (fT [X ℄g)nfT [X ℄gfor any [X ℄ 2 �.



A Lambek Automaton 314.3 Construting an L-automaton from an L-grammarIn this setion we show how to onstrut an L-automaton tightly related to a givenL-grammar. Sine only aepting runs are onsidered in the tight relation de�nition,then there are in�nitely many L-automata tightly related to a given L-grammar.Indeed, a given L-automaton may be `blown up' by adding redundant objets tothe set O without adding redue transitions with those objets; this will result in anew automaton having the same aepting runs as the original one. In this setion weonstrut one of the in�nitely many L-automata tightly related to a given L-grammar.We want to emphasize that given an L-grammar G, there is a di�erene betweena minimal automaton aepting the language L(G) and a minimal automaton tightlyrelated to G. Let us measure a minimality of an automaton as a number of objetsin the set O. In the onstruted automaton a number of objets in O is jST (f�0g [S�2� �[�℄)j; hene, every objet is mapped to a di�erent ategory, thus avoidingredundant objets that behave the same. This renders the onstruted automatona minimal automaton tightly related to G. However, G itself is not neessarily aminimal grammar aepting L(G) (when measuring the minimality of a grammaras a size of its lexion �). For example, a grammar G from example 4.6 is not aminimal grammar aepting the language fabg. A grammar G0 obtained from G byremoving from its lexion a basi ategory C (and all C-ategories) aepts the samelanguage fabg, while having a smaller lexion than G has. Clearly, an automatonMGonstruted from a grammar G is not a minimal automaton aepting the languagefabg; an automatonMG0 onstruted from a grammarG0 is smaller thanMG, beauseit does not have objets mapped to ategories C and (C ! A).To sum up, the onstruted automaton is minimal among automata tightly relatedto a given L-grammar, but it is not minimal among automata aepting a givenlanguage.Theorem 4.8For every L-grammar G = (�;B; �0; �) there is an L-automaton MG = (�;O; X0; Æ)suh that MG � G.First, we show the onstrution of the automaton MG.Definition 4.9(The onstrution of MG)Let G = (�;B; �0; �) be an L-grammar. We onstrut an L-automaton MG =(�;O; X0; Æ) as follows:� O = ST (f�0g [S�2� �[�℄)� X0 = �0� Æ is de�ned as follows:{ for every � 2 � and � 2 O suh that � 2 �[�℄: shift[�; � ℄;{ for every � 2 O: hypothesis-shift[� ℄;{ for every �1; �2; � 2 O suh that either �2 = (�1 ! �) or �1 = (�  �2):redue[�1; �2; � ℄;{ for every �1; �2; � 2 O suh that �1 = (�2 ! �): left-release[�1; �2; � ℄;{ for every �1; �2; � 2 O suh that �1 = (�  �2): right-release[�1; �2; � ℄.



32 A Lambek AutomatonExample 4.10We onstrut the automaton MG2 from the grammar G2, desribed in example 2.8.MG2 = (�;O; X0; Æ), where:� � = fa; bg,� O = fA;B;C; (B ! A); (B ! C); ((B ! A) ! (B ! C)); ((B ! C)  B); (C ! A)gFor a shorter notation, we denote eah objet in O by some letter Xi:X0 � A;X1 � B;X2 � ((B ! C) B); X3 � (B ! C); X4 � C;X5 � (C ! A);X6 � (B ! A); X7 � ((B ! A)! (B ! C))� Æ ontains the following transitions:{ shift[a;X1℄, shift[a;X7℄, shift[b;X2℄, shift[b;X5℄;{ hypothesis-shift[X0℄, hypothesis-shift[X1℄, hypothesis-shift[X2℄, hypothesis-shift[X3℄,hypothesis-shift[X4℄, hypothesis-shift[X5℄, hypothesis-shift[X6℄, hypothesis-shift[X7℄;{ redue[X2; X1; X3℄, redue[X1; X3; X4℄, redue[X4; X5; X0℄,redue[X6; X7; X3℄, redue[X1; X6; X0℄;{ left-release[X3; X1; X4℄, left-release[X5; X4; X0℄,left-release[X6; X1; X0℄, left-release[X7; X6; X3℄;{ right-release[X2; X1; X3℄.Reall the automatonM1 from example 3.3 and ompare it to our resulting automatonMG2 (after renaming its objets in O to Xi (0 � i � 7)). Note that M1 has oneredundant objet X8 whih does not exist in MG2 .In order to prove theorem 4.8 we have to prove that MG is an L-automaton andthat MG and G are tightly related. Let R� be the equivalene relation, as spei�edin de�nition 3.1 and let � be the set of equivalene lasses of R�. First, we prove anauxiliary proposition stating that the only pairs in R� are trivial pairs of the sameobjets.Proposition 4.11R� = IOProof. We iteratively build the relation R�. First, R� = f(X;X) j X 2 Og,i.e., R� = IO. Let left � release [X1; Y1; Z1℄ and left � release [X2; Y2; Z2℄. Byonstrution of MG, X1 = (�1 ! �2), where Y1 = �1; Z1 = �2, whereas X2 = (� 01 !� 02), where Y2 = � 01; Z2 = � 02. Thus, X1 = X2 i� Y1 = Y2 and Z1 = Z2. Consequently,left � release transitions do not add new pairs to R�. Similarly, right � releasetransitions do not add new pairs to R�. Finally, sine R� = IO, then the transitivelosure of R� is R� itself.Thus, we obtained that R� = IO.Proposition 4.12Let MG = (�;O; X0; Æ) be an automaton onstruted from an L-grammar G =(�;B; �0; �) by de�nition 4.9. Then MG satis�es the onstraints for L-automata.Proof. We verify the L-automaton onstraints.1. By the de�nition of MG, for every � 2 O, hypothesis � shift [� ℄. In partiular,for every [X ℄ 2 � there is X1 2 [X ℄ suh that hypothesis� shift [X1℄;



A Lambek Automaton 332. Let left� release [X1; Y1; Z1℄ and right� release [X2; Y2; Z2℄. By onstrution ofMG, X1 = (�1 ! �2), where Y1 = �1; Z1 = �2, whereas X2 = (� 02  � 01), whereY2 = � 01; Z2 = � 02. Thus, X1 6= X2. Proposition 4.11 implies that also [X1℄ 6= [X2℄.3. Constraint 3 follows trivially from proposition 4.11.4. By the onstrution of MG, redue [�1; �2; � ℄ i� �1; �2; � 2 O and either �2 = (�1 !�) or �1 = (�  �2) i� either left� release [�2; �1; � ℄ or right� release [�1; �2; � ℄.5. We prove that for every ([� 0℄; [� 00℄) 2 DMG ; #(� 0) > #(� 00) (DMG \ I� = ;follows). This laim is well-de�ned, sine equivalene lasses are singletons byproposition 4.11.Let ([� 0℄; [� 00℄) 2 DMG . Then there is the maximal sequene �1; : : : ; �n 2 O suhthat ([� 0℄; [�1℄) 2 DMG ; ([�1℄; [�2℄) 2 DMG ; : : : ; ([�n℄; [� 00℄) 2 DMG . We prove thelaim by indution on n. LetR = f(X;Y; Z) jleft� release [X;Y; Z℄ orright� release [X;Y; Z℄g� n = 0: There is � 2 O suh that either (� 0; � 00; �) 2 R or (� 0; �; � 00) 2 R. By thede�nition of MG, either � 0 = (� 00 ! �) or � 0 = (� 00  �) or � 0 = (� ! � 00) or� 0 = (�  � 00). Therefore, #(� 0) = #(�) + #(� 00), and thus #(� 0) > #(� 00).� ([� 0℄; [� 00℄) 2 DMG , where there is � 2 O, s.t. ([� 0℄; [�℄) 2 DMG and ([�℄; [� 00℄) 2DMG . By the indution hypothesis, #(� 0) > #(�) and #(�) > #(� 00). #(� 0) >#(� 00) follows.In order to prove thatMG � G, we need to �nd a mapping T from O into C satisfyingall the onditions as required by de�nition 4.4. Let T be the identity funtion I :O �! O (reall that O = ST (f�0g [S�2� �[�℄)).We have to prove that for every marked normal witness derivation � in G there is arun � ofMG suh that � �T �, and in the opposite diretion, for every aepting run� of MG there is a marked L-derivation � suh that � �T �. We use the followingpropositions to prove the two diretions.Proposition 4.13Let � be a subtree of a marked normal witness derivation in G:� = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vk; hildren(vk);�k � �k)iThen, there is a run � = ini `k k of MG suh that � �T �.Proof. First, we show that for every ategory � appearing in �, � 2 O.Let �0 be a marked normal witness derivation ontaining �, and let � � �0 be thesequent that is proved by �0, where � 2 �[w℄ for some w 2 �+. Then � 2 �0, and bythe subformula property � is a subategory of �0 or of some �i in �. Sine � 2 �[w℄,then � 2 ST (f�0g [S�2� �[�℄) = O.We proeed by indution on k - the length of �.k = 1: � is the axiom, either �1 � �1 (where �1 2 �[�℄ for � = hildren(v1)) or[�1℄� �1. Note, that �1 2 O.� In the former ase, by the de�nition of MG, Æ ontains the transition shift [�; �1℄.We hoose � to be the above shift transition: � = h�; �i `shift h�; (�1; ?)i. �1 =T (�1) implies that � �T �.



34 A Lambek Automaton� In the latter ase, we hoose � to be the transition hypothesis� shift [�1℄(reall that hypothesis�shift transitions are de�ned for every � 2 O, in partiularfor �1): � = h�; �i `hypothesis�shift h�; (�1; �1)i. �1 = T (�1) implies that � �T �.Suppose the proposition holds for every � of length � k (k > 1), and let � be asubtree of a marked normal witness derivation tree of length k + 1:� = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vk+1; hildren(vk+1);�k+1 � �k+1)iThere are three possibilities for the last inferene rule applied in �:� arrow elimination:� is obtained from two subtrees �1 and �2 by an arrow elimination rule applia-tion: � : �1 : ...�i � �i �2 : ...�k � �k�k+1 � �k+1(Reall that by the linearization order, the root of � is preeded by the root of�2; therefore, the roots of �2 is indexed by k). By the indution hypothesis thereis a run �1 of MG suh that �1 �T �1:�1 = hu; �i `i h�; � � (�i; �i)i, and there is a run �2 of MG suh that �2 �T �2:�2 = hv; �i `k�i h�; � � (�k ; �k)i. By proposition 4.3, �1 and �2 are balaned runs,i.e. � = � = �. In order to onstrut one run from �1 and �2, we \wrap" �1 and�2 as follows.{ For �1, we add the input word v after the given input u:�01 = huv; �i `i hv; (�i; �i)iBy proposition 3.7, the resulting run �01 has the same moves as �1, implyingthat �01 �T �1.{ For �2, we add (�i; �i) at the bottom of HS before the run starts:�02 = hv; (�i; �i)i `k�i h�; (�i; �i)(�k ; �k)iBy proposition 3.7, the resulting run �02 has the same moves as �2, implyingthat �02 �T �2.Sine the last on�guration of �01 is exatly the �rst on�guration of �02, �02 maybe performed after �01. Furthermore, sine �i; �k; �k+1 2 O and either �k = (�i !�k+1) or �i = (�k+1  �k) then, by the de�nition of MG, redue[�i; �k ; �k+1℄. Weonstrut � by �rst running �01, then running �02 and �nally performing the aboveredue transition:� = huv; �i `i hv; (�i; �i)i `k�i h�; (�i; �i)(�k ; �k)i `redueh�; (�k+1; �k+1)iThus, the �rst k steps of � orrespond to the �rst k inferene rules of �, as requiredby de�nition 4.1; �k+1 = T (�k+1) implies that also the last step of � orrespondsto the last inferene rule of �. Thus, � �T �.



A Lambek Automaton 35� arrow introdution (! I):� is obtained from the subtree �1 by an arrow introdution (! I) rule appliation:� : �1 : ...[� ℄�� �k�k+1 � �k+1 (! I) (� 6= �)where �k+1 = (� ! �k) and �k+1 = �. By the indution hypothesis there is a run�1 of MG suh that �1 �T �1: �1 = hu; �i `i h�; � � (�k ; �)i. By proposition 4.3�1 is a balaned run, i.e. � = �; moreover, the same proposition implies that{ either [� ℄� = [��l℄�̂0[�r℄ (�0 6= �) and � = �l ? �r , where ��l = T (�l) = �l and�r = T (�r) = �r,{ or [� ℄� = [��0℄ and ��0 = T (�) = �.Consequently, � = ��0. Furthermore, sine �k+1 = (� ! �k) and �k+1; �; �k 2 Othen, by the de�nition of MG, left-release[�k+1; �; �k℄. We onstrut � by �rstrunning �1 and then performing the above left-release transition:� = hu; �i `k h�; (�k; �k)i `left�release h�; (�k+1; �k+1)iThus, the �rst k steps of � orrespond to the �rst k inferene rules of �, as requiredby de�nition 4.1; �k+1 = T (�k+1) implies that also the last step of � orrespondsto the last inferene rule of �. Thus, � �T �.� arrow introdution ( I):This ase is symmetri to the previous ase (! I).Proposition 4.14Let � = 0 `k k be a subrun of an aepting run of MG, suh that � is balaned.Then, there is the marked L-derivation � suh that � �T �.Proof. First, reall that � = T (�) for every � 2 O, sine T : O �! O is the identityfuntion.We prove the proposition by indution on k, the length of �.k = 1: sine � is a balaned run, it adds one element onto HS. Therefore, thesingle-step balaned-run is a shift or a hypothesis� shift transition.� In the former ase, let the move be shift [�; � ℄. By the de�nition of MG, � 2 �[�℄.We hoose � to be the axiom � � � with � at the extra level hild node: � =hv; �; � � �i. � = T (�) implies that � �T �.� In the latter ase, let the move be hypothesis� shift [� ℄. We hoose � to be theaxiom [� ℄� � . � = T (�) implies that � �T �.Suppose the proposition holds for balaned runs of length � k (k > 1), and let� = 0 `k+1 k+1 be a balaned run of length k+1: � = hw; �i `k+1 hwk+1; � � (�; �)i.There are �ve possibilities for the last move of �:� shift and hypothesis-shift: Both are impossible for a balaned runs of length � 2by proposition 3.11.



36 A Lambek Automaton� redue: The move k ` k+1 is hwk ; � � (�1; �1)(�2; �2)i `redue hwk ; � � (�; �)i.Consider the pre�x of � of length k: hw; �i `k hwk ; � � (�1; �1)(�2; �2)i. By propo-sition 3.10, it may be partitioned into two balaned runs �1 and �2, where �1 adds(�1; �1) into HS and �2 adds (�2; �2) into HS:�1 = hw; �i `i hwi; � � (�1; �1)i�2 = hwi; � � (�1; �1)i `k�i hwk; � � (�1; �1)(�2; �2)iBy the indution hypothesis there are marked L-derivations �1 and �2, suh that�1 �T �1 and �2 �T �2. Thus, root(�1) = �1 � �1 and root(�2) = �2 � �2,where �1 and �2 are some labeled sequenes of ategories. Sine � is a subrun ofan aepting run, then � satis�es the onditions of proposition 3.6, implying that{ � = 1 ? 2, where 1; 2 2 O?or{ � 2 O+Sine �1; �2 also satisfy the above onditions, we have the following possibilitiesfor the struture of �1; �2.1. �1 = �l1 ? �r1 (�l1; �r1 2 O?) and �2 2 O+.Then, by proposition 4.3, �1 = [�l1℄�̂01[�r1℄ and �2 = [�02℄, where �l1 = T (�l1),�r1 = T (�r1), and �02 = T (�2). Thus, �1�2 = [�l1℄�̂01[�r1�02℄.2. �1 = �l1 ? �r1 (�l1; �r1 2 O?) and �2 2 O+.Then, symmetrially, �1�2 = [�01�l2℄�̂02[�r2℄.3. �1 = �l1 ? (�l1 2 O?) and �2 = ?�r2 (�r2 2 O?).Then, by proposition 4.3, �1 = [�l1℄�̂01 and �2 = �̂02[�r2℄, where �l1 = T (�l1) and�r2 = T (�r2). Thus, �1�2 = [�l1℄�̂01�̂02[�r2℄.4. Finally, �1; �2 2 O+.Then, by proposition 4.3, �1 = [�01℄ and �2 = [�02℄, where �01 = T (�1) and�02 = T (�2). Thus, �1�2 = [�01�02℄.To sum up, the labeled sequene �1�2 satis�es the side ondition for applying thearrow elimination rule on the redution statements �1 � �1 and �2 � �2. Further-more, by the de�nition of MG, either �1 = (�  �2) or �2 = (�1 ! �); thus, anarrow elimination rule is appliable on �1 � �1 and �2 � �2, obtaining the newmarked derivation tree �:� : �1 : ...�1 � �1 �2 : ...�2 � �2�1�2 � �where{ the pre�x of �, �1, satis�es �1 �T �1;{ the next part of �, �2, satis�es �2 �T �2;{ the last inferene rule of � is T -related to the last move of �, sine � = T (�).Therefore, � �T �.� left-release: The move k ` k+1 is hwk; � � (�1; �2�)i `left�release hwk; � � (�; �)i.Consider the pre�x �1 of � of length k: �1 = hw; �i `k hwk; � � (�1; �2�)i. Sine� is a balaned run, then i = hwi; ��ii for every 1 � i � k, implying that �1 isa balaned run too. By the indution hypothesis there is a marked tree �1 suhthat �1 �T �1. root(�1) = �1 � �1 for some �1; then, by proposition 4.3,



A Lambek Automaton 37{ either �1 = [�l1℄�̂01[�r1℄ (�01 6= �) and �2� = �l ? �r, where �l1 = T (�2�l) = �2�l,and �r1 = T (�r) = �r{ or �1 = [�01℄ and �01 = T (�2�) = �2�.Consequently, �1 = [�2℄�. Furthermore, by the de�nition of MG, � = (�2 ! �1);thus, an arrow introdution rule is appliable to �1� �1, obtaining the new markedderivation tree �: � : �1 : ...[�2℄�� �1�� � (! I)where{ the pre�x of �, �1, satis�es �1 �T �1;{ the last inferene rule of � is T -related to the last move of �, sine � = T (�).Therefore, � �T �.� right-release: This ase is symmetri to left-release.Proof. of theorem 4.8We onstrut MG as in de�nition 4.9. Proposition 4.12 implies that MG is an L-automaton. Let T be the identity funtion I : O �! O. Then, �0 = X0 = I(X0)by the de�nition of MG. Let � be a marked normal witness derivation in G. Byproposition 4.13, there is a run � = ini `k k of MG suh that � �T �.Let � = ini `n a be an aepting run of MG. Naturally, � is a balaned run;this implies, by proposition 4.14, that there is a marked L-derivation � suh that� �T �.4.4 Construting an L-grammar from an L-automatonIn this setion we show how to onstrut an L-grammar tightly related to a givenL-automaton. The remark about (non-)minimality applies here too.Theorem 4.15For every L-automaton M = (�;O; X0; Æ) there is an L-grammar GM = (�;B; �0; �)suh that M � GM .We start by desribing the Category-Resolution Algorithm, whih is used for the on-strution of GM .4.4.1 Category-Resolution AlgorithmThe algorithm is presented in Figure 10. It gets an L-automatonM and returns a setof basi ategories B and a mapping T : O ! C assigning a ategory over B to everyobjet in O.The algorithm works in iterations. Initially, the relation Req is alulated (atually,Req is the equivalene relation R�, whih will be further proved). Note that generally,the equivalene relation R� is de�ned as a part of an L-automaton (see de�nition 3.1)and need not be alulated by the algorithm. However, here we present a more
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Category-Resolution Algorithminput: an L-automaton M = (�;O; X0; Æ);output: a non-empty set of basi ategories B;a funtion T : O ! C suh that for every X 2 O:� T (X) 2 B i� for all Y; Z 2 Onot left-release[X;Y; Z℄ and not right-release[X;Y; Z℄;� for every Y; Z 2 O:T (X) = (T (Y )! T (Z)) i� left-release[X;Y; Z℄;T (X) = (T (Z) T (Y )) i� right-release[X;Y; Z℄;� for every Y 2 O : [X ℄ = [Y ℄ i� T (X) = T (Y ).1. Suniq = ;Rl = f(X;Y; Z) j left-release [X;Y; Z℄gRr = f(X;Y; Z) j right-release [X;Y; Z℄gReq = f(X1; X2) j there are Y; Z 2 Osuh that either (X1; Y; Z); (X2; Y; Z) 2 Rlor (X1; Y; Z); (X2; Y; Z) 2 Rror (Y;X1; Z); (Y;X2; Z) 2 Rl [ Rror (Y; Z;X1); (Y; Z;X2) 2 Rl [ Rrg [ f(X;X) j X 2 Og2. while there is X1 2 (OnSuniq) suh that for every X2 2 Suniq(X1; X2) 62 Req : Suniq = Suniq [ fX1g3. B = f�X j X 2 Suniq and for every Y; Z 2 Suniq (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rrg4. for every X 2 Suniq suh that �X 2 B : T (X) = �X5. while there is a triple (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl [ Rr suh that X 2 Suniq and T (X) isunde�ned, whereas T (Y ) and T (Z) are already de�ned, extend the mapping T toX : T (X) = � (T (Y )! T (Z)) if (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl(T (Z) T (Y )) if (X;Y; Z) 2 Rr �6. while there is a pair (X1; X2) 2 Req suh that T (X1) is unde�ned whereas T (X2)is already de�ned, extend the mapping T to X1:T (X1) = T (X2)7. return B and T Fig. 10. The Category-Resolution Algorithm



A Lambek Automaton 39eÆient alulation of R�, based on the fat that the onstraints of the L-automatonare satis�ed.Then, the algorithm alulates the set Suniq , whih is the subset of O ontainingone representative from eah equivalene lass of Req .Next, the algorithm iteratively alulates ategories for objets in Suniq . First, Tinludes only mappings to the basi ategories. In every iteration the mapping T isextended, when omplex ategories are built from simpler ones.When every objet in Suniq is mapped to some ategory over B, the algorithmproeeds to the �nal stage. In the �nal stage, the algorithm iteratively alulatesategories for the rest of objets in O. For eah objet it �nds in Suniq a representativeof its equivalene lass and assigns a representative's ategory to the objet.When every objet in O is mapped to some ategory over B, the algorithm termi-nates returning the set of basi ategories B and the mapping T .Before proving the orretness of the algorithm we demonstrate how it runs.Example 4.16We run the Category-Resolution algorithm for the L-automatonM1 from example 3.3.1. Suniq = ;Rl = f(X3; X1; X4); (X3; X8; X4); (X5; X4; X0); (X6; X1; X0); (X6; X8; X0);(X7; X6; X3)gRr = f(X2; X1; X3); (X2; X8; X3)gReq = f(X0; X0); (X1; X1); (X2; X2); (X3; X3); (X4; X4); (X5; X5);(X6; X6); (X7; X7); (X8; X8); (X1; X8); (X8; X1)g2. Suniq = fX0; X1; X2; X3; X4; X5; X6; X7g3. B = f�X0 ; �X1 ; �X4g4. T (X0) = �X0 ; T (X1) = �X1 ; T (X4) = �X4 ;5. � found triple (X3; X1; X4); T (X3) = (�X1 ! �X4);� found triple (X5; X4; X0); T (X5) = (�X4 ! �X0);� found triple (X6; X1; X0); T (X6) = (�X1 ! �X0);� found triple (X7; X6; X3); T (X7) = ((�X1 ! �X0)! (�X1 ! �X4 ));� found triple (X2; X1; X3); T (X2) = ((�X1 ! �X4) �X1);6. found pair (X8; X1); T (X8) = T (X1) = �X17. return B and T .The following propositions prove the orretness of the algorithm.Corretness of step 1: the relation Req is transitive and is equal to the equivalenerelation R�.Proposition 4.17Req � R�Proof. Let (X1; X2) 2 Req . If X = Y then by the de�nition of R�, (X1; X2) 2 R�.Otherwise, there are Y; Z 2 O suh that one of the following holds:� (X1; Y; Z); (X2; Y; Z) 2 Rl. Then by the de�nition of Rl, left� release [X1; Y; Z℄and left� release [X2; Y; Z℄. By the de�nition of R�, (Y; Y ) 2 R� and (Z;Z) 2R�, whih implies that (X1; X2) 2 R�.



40 A Lambek Automaton� (X1; Y; Z); (X2; Y; Z) 2 Rr: similar.� (Y;X1; Z); (Y;X2; Z) 2 Rl [ Rr. Sine (Y; Y ) 2 R�, then onstraint 2 of Mimplies that either left � release [Y;X1; Z℄, left � release [Y;X2; Z℄ or right �release [Y;X1; Z℄, right�release [Y;X2; Z℄. By the de�nition of R�, (Y; Y ) 2 R�implies that (X1; X2) 2 R�.� (Y; Z;X1); (Y; Z;X2) 2 Rl [ Rr: similar.Proposition 4.18Req is transitive.Proof. Let (X1; X2) 2 Req and (X2; X3) 2 Req .(X1; X2) 2 Req implies that there are Y; Z 2 O suh that either (X1; Y; Z); (X2; Y; Z) 2Rl or (X1; Y; Z); (X2; Y; Z) 2 Rr or (Y;X1; Z); (Y;X2; Z) 2 Rl[Rr or (Y; Z;X1); (Y; Z;X2) 2Rl [ Rr. Sine Req � R�, then (X2; X3) 2 R�. This implies, by onstraint 3of M , that either (X3; Y; Z) 2 Rl or (X3; Y; Z) 2 Rr or (Y;X3; Z) 2 Rl [ Rr or(Y; Z;X3) 2 Rl [ Rr. Therefore, (X1; X3) 2 Req .Proposition 4.19R� � ReqProof. Let (X1; X2) 2 R�. By the de�nition of R�, there are three possibilities:1. X1 = X2: then, by the de�nition of Req , (X1; X2) 2 Req .2. There are Y1; Y2; Z1; Z2 2 O suh that one of the following holds:� left�release [X1; Y1; Z1℄, left�release [X2; Y2; Z2℄ or right�release [X1; Y1; Z1℄,right�release [X2; Y2; Z2℄, where [Y1℄ = [Y2℄ and [Z1℄ = [Z2℄. Then, onstraint 3implies that left� release [X2; Y1; Z1℄ or right� release [X2; Y1; Z1℄. In otherwords, (X1; Y1; Z1); (X2; Y1; Z1) 2 Rl or (X1; Y1; Z1); (X2; Y1; Z1) 2 Rr. There-fore, by the de�nition of Req , (X1; X2) 2 Req .� left�release [Y1; X1; Z1℄, left�release [Y2; X2; Z2℄ or right�release [Y1; X1; Z1℄,right � release [Y2; X2; Z2℄, where [Y1℄ = [Y2℄. Then, onstraint 3 impliesthat left � release [Y1; X2; Z2℄ or right � release [Y1; X2; Z2℄. In other words,(Y1; X1; Z1); (Y1; X2; Z2) 2 Rl or (Y1; X1; Z1); (Y1; X2; Z2) 2 Rr. Therefore, bythe de�nition of Req , (X1; X2) 2 Req (and (Z1; Z2) 2 Req).� left�release [Y1; Z1; X1℄, left�release [Y2; Z2; X2℄ or right�release [Y1; Z1; X1℄,right� release [Y2; Z2; X2℄, where [Y1℄ = [Y2℄: similar.3. There are Y1; : : : Yn 2 O suh that (X1; Y1) 2 R�; (Y1; Y2) 2 R�; : : : ; (Yn; X2) 2R�, where eah pair from the above list is in the relation due to ase 1 or 2 above.Then, as we proved above, (X1; Y1) 2 Req ; (Y1; Y2) 2 Req : : : (Yn; X2) 2 Req .Transitivity of Req implies that (X1; X2) 2 Req .Propositions 4.17 and 4.19 imply that Req = R�, thus proving the orretness ofstep 1 of the algorithm.Corretness of step 2: Suniq ontains exatly one representative of eah equiva-lent lass of R�. In the following propositions we denote by S0uniq the initial ontentof Suniq (whih is ;) and by Siuniq the ontent of Suniq after the i-th iteration.



A Lambek Automaton 41Proposition 4.20For every i � 0: for all X;Y 2 Siuniq : [X ℄ 6= [Y ℄.Proof. By indution on i.� i = 0: S0uniq = ; and the proposition holds vauously.� Let X;Y 2 Si+1uniq . If X;Y 2 Siuniq then by the indution hypothesis the onditionholds. Otherwise, suppose without loss of generality that X 62 Siuniq . Then by theondition of step 2, for every Z 2 Siuniq ; (X;Z) 62 Req ; in partiular, (X;Y ) 62 Req .Sine Req = R� then (X;Y ) 62 R�, thus implying [X ℄ 6= [Y ℄.Proposition 4.21The iteration in step 2 of the Category-Resolution Algorithm terminates.Proof. The iteration goes on as long as X1 2 (OnSuniq) (satisfying the onditionsspei�ed in the algorithm). In eah iteration one objet X1 2 O is added to Suniq .Sine O is �nite, the iteration stops after no more than jOj rounds.Proposition 4.22Suniq = fX1; : : : ; Xng (n � 1) where [Xi℄ 6= [Xj ℄ for every 1 � i 6= j � n andS1�i�n[Xi℄ = �.Proof. Let i be the number of rounds in step 2. By proposition 4.20 for all X;Y 2Siuniq : [X ℄ 6= [Y ℄. Let [Z℄ 2 � and suppose by way of ontradition that [Z℄\Siuniq =;. Then for every Z1 2 [Z℄, for every X 2 Siuniq : (X;Z) 62 Req , and thus theiteration may proeed with Z, whih ontradits the fat that i is the last round.Finally, sine O 6= ; (beause it ontains at least the distinguished objet X0), thenalso Suniq 6= ; (beause it ontains at least the equivalene lass [X0℄).Corretness of step 3: the set of basi ategories B is not empty.Proposition 4.23B 6= ;.Proof. Let R0 = Rl [ Rr. Suppose by way of ontradition that B = ;. SineSuniq 6= ;, the emptiness of B implies that for every X 2 Suniq there are Y; Z 2 Suniqs.t. (X;Y; Z) 2 R0. Thus, we may onstrut an in�nite sequene of objets from Suniq :X1; X2; X3; : : :, where for every i � 1 there is Yi 2 Suniq s.t. (Xi; Xi+1; Yi) 2 R0.Note that for every 1 � i < j; ([Xi℄; [Xj ℄) 2 DM . Sine O is �nite, then thereare two equivalene lasses [Xi℄; [Xj ℄ ; 1 � i < j s.t. [Xi℄ = [Xj ℄, implying that([Xi℄; [Xi℄) 2 DM . On the other hand, onstraint 5 of M implies that DM \ I� = ;,whih is a ontradition.Corretness of steps 4 and 5. In the following propositions we denote by T 0the initial mapping to the basi ategories, and by T i the mapping T after the i-thiteration of step 5. Note that for every i � 0; domain(T i) � Suniq .Proposition 4.24For every i � 0, for every X 2 domain(T i):T (X) 2 B i� for all Y; Z 2 Suniq (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rr;for every Y; Z 2 Suniq :T i(X) = (T i(Y )! T i(Z)) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl, andT i(X) = (T i(Z) T i(Y )) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rr.



42 A Lambek AutomatonProof. By indution on i.� i = 0:By step 4, range(T 0) = B; furthermore, by step 3, for every T (X) = �X 2 B, forall Y; Z 2 Suniq ; (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rr.� Suppose T i satis�es the onditions of the proposition.Let X 2 domain(T i+1ndomain(T 0)) and let Y; Z 2 Suniq . Then:): if T i+1(X) = (T i+1(Y ) ! T i+1(Z)) then by the Category-Resolution Algo-rithm, in iteration j � i + 1 of step 5 there was found a triple (X;Y 0; Z 0) 2 Rlsatisfying the onditions, and T j(X) = (T j(Y 0)! T j(Z 0)), where T i(Y 0) = T i(Y )and T i(Z 0) = T i(Z). We show that Y = Y 0 and Z = Z 0.First, note that Y; Y 0; Z; Z 0 2 Suniq . If T i(Y ) = T i(Y 0) 2 B, then T i(Y ) =T i(Y 0) = �Y = �Y 0 , whih implies that Y = Y 0. Let T i(Y ) = T i(Y 0) = (T i(W ) T i(U)) (if T i(Y ) = T i(Y 0) = (T i(U) ! T i(W )), the proof if similar). Then, bythe indution hypothesis, (Y; U;W ) 2 Rr and (Y 0; U;W ) 2 Rr. By the de�nitionof R�, [Y ℄ = [Y 0℄. Y; Y 0 2 Suniq implies (by proposition 4.22) that Y = Y 0. Simi-larly, Z = Z 0. Thus, (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl.If T i+1(X) = (T i+1(Y ) T i+1(Z)), the proof is similar.(: suppose (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl and suppose that in iteration j � i + 1 of step 5there was found a triple (X;Y 0; Z 0) 2 Rl [ Rr. Constraint 2 of M implies that(X;Y 0; Z 0) 2 Rl, and thus T i+1(X) = (T i+1(Y 0) ! T i+1(Z 0)). By the de�nitionof R�, (X;Y; Z); (X;Y 0; Z 0) 2 Rl imply that [Y ℄ = [Y 0℄ and [Z℄ = [Z 0℄. SineY; Y 0; Z; Z 0 2 Suniq , proposition 4.22 implies that Y = Y 0; Z = Z 0, and thus(T i+1(X) = (T i+1(Y )! T i+1(Z)).If (X;Y; Z) 2 Rr, the proof is symmetri.Proposition 4.25The iteration in step 5 of the Category-Resolution Algorithm terminates.Proof. The iteration goes on as long as there is an X 2 (Suniqndomain(T )) (satis-fying the onditions spei�ed in the algorithm). In eah round one objet X 2 Suniqis given a ategory T (X). Sine Suniq is �nite, the iteration stops after no more thanjSuniq j rounds.Proposition 4.26After step 5 for every X 2 Suniq :T (X) 2 B i� for all Y; Z 2 Suniq (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rr;for every Y; Z 2 Suniq :T (X) = (T (Y )! T (Z)) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl, andT (X) = (T (Z) T (Y )) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rr;for every Y 2 Suniq : T (X) 6= T (Y ).Proof. Let R0 = Rl [ Rr and let i be the number of rounds of step 5. Thus, thereis no triple (X;Y; Z) 2 R0, suh that X 2 (Suniq ndomain(T i)) whereas Y; Z 2domain(T i). We show that domain(T i) = Suniq .First, note that domain(T i) � Suniq . Suppose by way of ontradition thatdomain(T i) 6= Suniq , i.e., there is X 2 (Suniq ndomain(T i)).



A Lambek Automaton 43As X 62 domain(T i), then partiularly X 62 domain(T 0), i.e., there are Y; Z 2Suniq suh that (X;Y; Z) 2 R0. By the assumption, either Y 62 domain(T i) orZ 62 domain(T i). Without loss of generality, suppose Y 62 domain(T i). Note, that([X ℄; [Y ℄) 2 DM .Sine Y 62 domain(T i), we may apply to Y the same onsiderations as to X above:there are U;W 2 Suniq suh that (Y; U;W ) 2 R0, and either U 62 domain(T i) orW 62 domain(T i). Without loss of generality, we suppose that U 62 domain(T i) andhoose U be the next onsidered objet, while notiing that ([Y ℄; [U ℄) 2 DM .We may apply the above sheme in�nitely many times, obtaining the in�nite se-quene X1; X2; X3; : : : over Suniq , where every pair of equivalene lasses of suessiveobjets is in the relation DM . Sine Suniq is �nite, then there is a pair of indiesj; k � 1 (j < k) suh that Xj = Xk.Sine ([Xj ℄; [Xj+1℄) 2 DM ; ([Xj+1℄; [Xj+2℄) 2 DM ; : : : ; ([Xk�1℄; [Xk℄) 2 DM , then([Xj ℄; [Xk℄) 2 DM . On the other hand, onstraint 5 of M implies that DM \ I� = ;,whih is a ontradition.To sum up, we obtained that domain(T i) = Suniq . The �rst two onditions ofthe proposition are obtained by applying proposition 4.24 to T i, while replaing eahappearane of domain(T i) with Suniq .Finally, we show that for every X;Y 2 Suniq s.t.X 6= Y : T (X) 6= T (Y ).Let X;Y 2 Suniq ; X 6= Y , and suppose by way of ontradition that T (X) = T (Y ).There are two possibilities:1. if T (X) = T (Y ) 2 B then, by steps 3 and 4, T (X) = �X and T (Y ) = �Y , thusimplying that X = Y , whih ontradits our assumption.2. if T (X) = T (Y ) 62 B, then there areU;W 2 Suniq suh that either T (X) = T (Y ) =(T (U) ! T (W )) or T (X) = T (Y ) = (T (W )  T (U)). By the �rst part of theabove proposition, either (X;U;W ); (Y; U;W ) 2 Rl or (X;U;W ); (Y; U;W ) 2 Rr.Therefore, the de�nition of R� implies that [X ℄ = [Y ℄. Sine X;Y 2 Suniq , thenproposition 4.22 implies that X = Y , whih, again, ontradits our assumption.Corretness of step 6. In the following propositions we denote by T 0 the map-ping T from Suniq at the beginning of step 6, and by T i the mapping T after the i-thiteration of step 6.Proposition 4.27For every i � 0, for every X 2 domain(T i):(i) T i(X) 2 B i� for all Y; Z 2 O (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [Rr;(ii) for all Y; Z 2 domain(T i):T i(X) = (T i(Y )! T i(Z)) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl, andT i(X) = (T i(Z) T i(Y )) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rr;(iii) for every Y 2 domain(T i) : [X ℄ = [Y ℄ i� T i(X) = T i(Y ).Proof. By indution on i.� i = 0:Condition (i): we show that for every X 2 domain(T 0): T 0(X) 2 B i� for allY; Z 2 O (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rr.



44 A Lambek Automaton): if T (X) 2 B then, by proposition 4.26, for all Y; Z 2 Suniq ; (X;Y; Z) 62Rl [ Rr. Suppose by way of ontradition that there are Y 0; Z 0 2 O suh that(X;Y 0; Z 0) 2 Rl[Rr , where at least one of Y 0; Z 0 not in Suniq . If Y 0 62 Suniq , thenby proposition 4.22 there is U 2 Suniq suh that [U ℄ = [Y 0℄; if Y 0 2 Suniq , thenlet U = Y 0. Similarly, if Z 0 62 Suniq then there is W 2 Suniq suh that [W ℄ = [Z 0℄;if Z 0 2 Suniq , then let W = Z 0. Sine (X;Y 0; Z 0) 2 Rl [ Rr, then onstraint 3of M implies that (X;U;W ) 2 Rl [ Rr, thus ontraditing the fat that for allY; Z 2 Suniq ; (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rr.(: if for all Y; Z 2 O (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rr then, in partiular, for allY; Z 2 Suniq (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rr (sine Suniq � O); thus,by proposition 4.26,T (X) 2 B.The rest of the onditions for T 0 follow diretly from proposition 4.26, sinedomain(T 0) = Suniq .� Suppose T i satis�es the onditions of the proposition.{ Condition (i): if X 2 domain(T i), then the ondition holds by the indu-tion hypothesis. Otherwise, there is X 0 2 O suh that X 0 2 domain(T i) andT i+1(X) = T i+1(X 0), whih proves the ondition.{ Condition (ii): let X 2 domain(T i+1ndomain(T 0)) and let Y; Z 2 domain(T i).If X;Y; Z 2 Suniq , then the ondition holds by proposition 4.26. Otherwise, ifX;Y; Z 2 domain(T i), then the ondition holds by the indution hypothesis.Otherwise, suppose without loss of generality that Y 62 domain(T i) (whereasX;Z 2 domain(T i)). Then, by step 6, there is Y 0 2 domain(T i) suh that(Y; Y 0) 2 R�, and T i+1(Y ) = T i(Y 0). By the indution hypothesis:T i(X) = (T i(Y 0)! T i(Z)) i� (X;Y 0; Z) 2 Rl, andT i(X) = (T i(Z) T i(Y 0)) i� (X;Y 0; Z) 2 Rr.Furthermore, by onstraint 3 of M , (X;Y 0; Z) 2 Rl i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl and,similarly, (X;Y 0; Z) 2 Rr i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rr. All together:T i+1(X) = (T i+1(Y )! T i+1(Z)) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl, andT i+1(X) = (T i+1(Z) T i+1(Y )) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rr.{ Condition (iii): let X;Y 2 domain(T i+1). There are three possibilities.� X;Y 2 domain(T i): the ondition holds by indution hypothesis.� X 62 domain(T i); Y 2 domain(T i): in the iteration i + 1 there was found apair (X;Z) 2 Req (and thus [X ℄ = [Z℄) suh that Z 2 domain(T i), and T wasextended to X : T i+1(X) = T i(Z). Sine Z; Y 2 domain(T i), then by theindution hypothesis [Z℄ = [Y ℄ i� T i(Z) = T i(Y ), and thus also [X ℄ = [Y ℄ i�T i(X) = T i(Y ).� X 2 domain(T i); Y 62 domain(T i): this ase is symmetri to the previousase.Proposition 4.28The iteration in step 6 of the Category-Resolution Algorithm terminates.Proof. The iteration goes on as long as there is a pair (X1; X2) 2 Req (satisfyingthe onditions spei�ed in the algorithm), suh that X 2 (Ondomain(T )). In eahiteration one objet X 2 O is given a ategory T (X). Sine O is �nite, then theiteration in step 6 terminates after running no more than jOj rounds.



A Lambek Automaton 45Now we are ready to prove the orretness of the whole algorithm.Proposition 4.29(Corretness of the Category-Resolution Algorithm)The Category-Resolution Algorithm stops and returns a non-empty set of basi at-egory B and a mapping T : O �! C suh that for every X 2 O:T (X) 2 B i� for all Y; Z 2 O (X;Y; Z) 62 Rl [ Rr;for every Y; Z 2 O:T (X) = (T (Y )! T (Z)) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rl, andT (X) = (T (Z) T (Y )) i� (X;Y; Z) 2 Rr;for every Y 2 O : [X ℄ = [Y ℄ i� T (X) = T (Y ).Proof. Propositions 4.21, 4.25 and 4.28 imply that the Category-Resolution Algo-rithm terminates. Proposition 4.23 proves that B 6= ;.Let i be the number of rounds of step 6. Thus, there is no pair (X1; X2) 2 Req , suhthat X1 62 domain(T i), whereas X2 2 domain(T i). We show that domain(T i) = O.First, note that Suniq � domain(T i) � O. Suppose by way of ontradition thatdomain(T i) 6= O, i.e., there is X 2 (O ndomain(T i)). Sine X 62 Suniq , then byproposition 4.22 there is Y 2 Suniq suh that [X ℄ = [Y ℄. Thus, (X;Y ) 2 Req andY 2 domain(T i), so the iteration may proeed with the pair (X;Y ), whih ontraditsto the fat that i is the last round.To sum up, we obtained that domain(T i) = O. We �nish the proof by applyingproposition 4.27 to T i, while replaing eah appearane of domain(T i) with O.4.4.2 The onstrution of GMDefinition 4.30(The onstrution of GM)Let M = (�;O; X0; Æ) be an L-automaton. Let the Category-Resolution Algorithmon M return a set of basi ategories B and a mapping T . Construt an L-grammarGM = (�;B; �0; �) as follows:� For every � 2 �; �[�℄ = fT (X) j shift [�;X ℄g� �0 = T (X0)The onstrution is well-de�ned by the orretness of the Category-Resolution Algo-rithm.Example 4.31We onstrut the grammar GM1 given the automaton M1 from example 3.3. Theoutput of the Category-Resolution Algorithm onM1 is demonstrated in example 4.16.The algorithm returns a set of basi ategories B and a mapping T . We de�ne GM1as follows.GM1 = (fa; bg;B; �X0 ; �), where:� �X1 2 �[a℄ beause of the transition shift[a;X1℄;� ((�X1 ! �X4) �X1) 2 �[b℄ beause of the transition shift[b;X2℄;� (�X4 ! �X0) 2 �[b℄ beause of the transition shift[b;X5℄;� ((�X1 ! �X0)! (�X1 ! �X4)) 2 �[a℄ beause of the transition shift[a;X7℄.



46 A Lambek AutomatonReall the grammar G2 from example 2.8 and notie that it is exatly our resultinggrammar GM1 (after renaming its basi ategories: �X0 by A, �X1 by B and �X4 byC). Further we prove that every grammar GM that is onstruted from a Lambekautomaton M by the above onstrution is tightly related to M (M � GM ); thisimplies that M1 � GM1 , and onsequently, M1 � G2.In order to prove theorem 4.15, we have to prove that M � GM . Let T : O �! Cbe the mapping returned by the Category-Resolution Algorithm. First, we observethe following property of T .Proposition 4.32ST (f�0g [S�2� �[�℄) � range(T )Proof. In order to show this, we prove the stronger laim:If � 2 range(T ); then for every � 0 2 ST (f�g); � 0 2 range(T ) (4.1)The proof is by indution on the struture of � .If � 2 B, trivial. Let � 62 B. Then, either � = (�1 ! �2) or � = (�2  �1)for some �1; �2. By the Category-Resolution Algorithm, there are X1; X2 2 O suhthat �1 = T (X1) and �2 = T (X2). Let � 0 2 ST (f�g). Thus, � 0 2 ST (f�1g) or� 0 2 ST (f�2g). Therefore, � 0 2 range(T ) by the indution hypothesis.Now the main laim is easily obtained.� (f�0g [S�2� �[�℄) � range(T ) follows diretly from the de�nition of GM ;� Let � 2 ST (f�0g[S�2� �[�℄), � 62 (f�0g[S�2� �[�℄). Then � 2 ST (f� 0g), where� 0 2 (f�0g [S�2� �[�℄), i.e. � 0 2 range(T ). � 2 range(T ) follows by (4.1).The next goal is to prove that for every marked normal witness derivation � inGM there is a run � of M suh that � �T �, and in the opposite diretion, for everyaepting run � of M there is a marked L-derivation � suh that � �T �. We usethe following propositions to prove the two diretions.Proposition 4.33Let � be a subtree of a marked normal witness derivation in GM :� = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vk; hildren(vk);�k � �k)iThen, there is a run � = ini `k k of M suh that � �T �.Proof. First, we show that for every ategory � appearing in �, � 2 range(T ). Let�0 be a marked normal witness derivation ontaining �, and let ���0 be the sequentthat is proved by �0, where � 2 �[w℄ for some w 2 �+. Then � 2 �0, and by thesubformula property � is a subategory of �0 or of some �i in �. Sine � 2 �[w℄, then� 2 ST (f�0g [S�2� �[�℄). Proposition 4.32 implies that � 2 range(T ).We proeed by indution on k - the length of �.k = 1: � is the axiom, either �1 � �1 (where �1 2 �[�℄ for � = hildren(v1)) or[�1℄� �1.



A Lambek Automaton 47� In the former ase, by the de�nition of GM , Æ ontains shift [�;X ℄, where �1 =T (X). We hoose � to be the above shift transition: � = h�; �i `shift h�; (X; ?)i.�1 = T (X) implies that � �T �.� In the latter ase, sine �1 2 range(T ), then there is Y 2 O suh that �1 = T (Y ).Constraint 1 of M implies that there is X 2 [Y ℄ suh that hypothesis� shift [X ℄;furthermore, by the orretness of the Category-Resolution Algorithm, T (X) =T (Y ) = �1. We hoose � to be the above hypothesis � shift transition: � =h�; �i `hypothesis�shift h�; (X;X)i. �1 = T (X) implies that � �T �.Suppose the proposition holds for every � of length � k (k > 1), and let � be asubtree of a marked normal witness derivation tree of length k + 1:� = h(v1; hildren(v1);�1 � �1); : : : ; (vk+1; hildren(vk+1);�k+1 � �k+1)iThere are three possibilities for the last inferene rule applied in �:� arrow elimination: � : �1 : ...�i � �i �2 : ...�k � �k�k+1 � �k+1By the indution hypothesis there is a run �1 of M suh that �1 �T �1:�1 = hu; �i `i h�; � � (Y; �Y )i, and there is a run �2 of M suh that �2 �T �2:�2 = hv; �i `k�i h�; � � (Z; �Z)i, where �i = T (Y ) and �k = T (Z).By proposition 4.3, �1 and �2 are balaned runs, i.e. � = � = �. In order toonstrut one run from �1 and �2, we `wrap' �1 and �2 as follows.{ For �1, we add the input word v after the given input u:�01 = huv; �i `i hv; (Y; �Y )iBy proposition 3.7, the resulting run �01 has the same moves as �1, implyingthat �01 �T �1.{ For �2, we add (Z; �Z) at the bottom of HS before the run starts:�02 = hv; (Y; �Y )i `k�i h�; (Y; �Y )(Z; �Z)iBy proposition 3.7, the resulting run �02 has the same moves as �2, implyingthat �02 �T �2.Sine the last on�guration of �01 is exatly the �rst on�guration of �02, �02 maybe performed after �01. Finally, we onstrut the last move for � as follows.Sine �k+1 2 range(T ), then there is X 2 O suh that �k+1 = T (X). Note, thateither �k = (�i ! �k+1) or �i = (�k+1  �k), i.e., either T (Z) = (T (Y ) ! T (X))or T (Y ) = (T (X)  T (Z). Thus, by the orretness of the Category-Resolutionalgorithm, either left� release [Z; Y;X ℄ or right� release [Y; Z;X ℄; furthermore,this implies, by onstraint 4 of M , that redue [Y; Z;X ℄. We onstrut � by �rstrunning �01, then running �02 and �nally performing the above redue transition:� = huv; �i `i hv; (Y; �Y )i `k�i h�; (Y; �Y )(Z; �Z)i `redue h�; (X; �X)i



48 A Lambek AutomatonThus, the �rst k steps of � orrespond to the �rst k inferene rules of �, as requiredby de�nition 4.1; �k+1 = T (X) implies that also the last step of � orresponds tothe last inferene rule of �. Thus, � �T �.� arrow introdution (! I):� : �1 : ...[� ℄�� �k�k+1 � �k+1 (! I) (� 6= �)where �k+1 = (� ! �k) and �k+1 = �. By the indution hypothesis there is a run�1 of M suh that �1 �T �1: �1 = hu; �i `i h�; � � (Y; �)i, where �k = T (Y ). Byproposition 4.3 �1 is a balaned run, i.e. � = �; moreover, the same propositionimplies that{ either [� ℄� = [��l℄�̂0[�r℄ (�0 6= �) and � = �l ? �r, where ��l = T (�l) and�r = T (�r),{ or [� ℄� = [��0℄ and ��0 = T (�).Consequently, � = Z�0, where � = T (Z). Finally, we onstrut the last movefor � as follows. Sine �k+1 2 range(T ), then there is X 2 O suh that �k+1 =T (X). Note, that �k+1 = (� ! �k), i.e., T (X) = (T (Z) ! T (Y )). Thus, bythe orretness of the Category-Resolution algorithm, left�release [X;Z; Y ℄. Weonstrut � by �rst running �1 and then adding the above left�release transition:� = hu; �i `k h�; (Y; Z�0)i `left�release h�; (X; �0)iThus, the �rst k steps of � orrespond to the �rst k inferene rules of �, as requiredby de�nition 4.1; �k+1 = T (X) implies that also the last step of � orresponds tothe last inferene rule of �. Thus, � �T �.� arrow introdution ( I):Similar.Proposition 4.34Let � = 0 `k k be a subrun of an aepting run of M , suh that � is balaned.Then, there is a marked L-derivation � suh that � �T �.Proof. We prove the proposition by indution on k, the length of �.k = 1: sine � is a balaned run, it adds one element into the HS. Therefore, thesingle-step-balaned-run is a shift or a hypothesis� shift transition.� In the former ase, let the transition be shift [�;X ℄. By the onstrution of GM ,T (X) 2 �[�℄. Let � = T (X). We hoose � to be the axiom � � � with � at theextra level hild node: � = hv; �; � � �i. Thus, � �T �.� In the latter ase, let the transition be hypothesis� shift [X ℄ and let T (X) = � .We hoose � to be the axiom [� ℄� � , implying that � �T �.Suppose the proposition holds for balaned runs of length � k (k � 1), and let� = 0 `k+1 k+1 be a balaned run of length k+1: � = hw; �i `k+1 hwk+1; � � (X; �)i.Let � = T (X). There are �ve possibilities for the last move of �:



A Lambek Automaton 49� shift: This is impossible for the balaned runs of length � 2 by proposition 3.11.� hypothesis-shift: Again, this ase is impossible by proposition 3.11.� redue: The move k ` k+1 is hwk ; � � (Y; �Y )(Z; �Z)i `redue hwk; � � (X; �)i.Consider the pre�x of � of length k: hw; �i `k hwk; � � (Y; �Y )(Z; �Z)i. By propo-sition 3.10, it may be partitioned into two balaned runs �1 and �2, where �1 adds(Y; �Y ) into HS and �2 adds (Z; �Z) into HS:�1 = hw; �i `i hwi; � � (Y; �Y )i�2 = hwi; � � (Y; �Y )i `k�i hwk; � � (Y; �Y )(Z; �Z)iBy the indution hypothesis there are marked L-derivations �1 and �2, suh that�1 �T �1 and �2 �T �2. Thus, root(�1) = �1��1 and root(�2) = �2��2, where�1 = T (Y ), �2 = T (Z) and �1;�2 are some labeled sequenes of ategories. Sine� is a subrun of an aepting run, then � satis�es the onditions of proposition 3.6,implying that{ � = 1 ? 2, where 1; 2 2 O?or{ � 2 O+Sine also �1; �2 satisfy the above onditions, we have the following possibilitiesfor the struture of �1; �2.1. �1 = �l1 ? �r1 (�l1; �r1 2 O?) and �2 2 O+.Then, by proposition 4.3, �1 = [�l1℄�̂01[�r1℄ and �2 = [�02℄,where �l1 = T (�l1), �r1 = T (�r1), and �02 = T (�2). Thus, �1�2 = [�l1℄�̂01[�r1�02℄.2. �1 = �l1 ? �r1 (�l1; �r1 2 O?) and �2 2 O+.Then, symmetrially, �1�2 = [�01�l2℄�̂02[�r2℄.3. �1 = �l1 ? (�l1 2 O?) and �2 = ?�r2 (�r2 2 O?).Then, by proposition 4.3, �1 = [�l1℄�̂01 and �2 = �̂02[�r2℄,where �l1 = T (�l1) and �r2 = T (�r2). Thus, �1�2 = [�l1℄�̂01�̂02[�r2℄.4. Finally, �1; �2 2 O+. Then, by proposition 4.3, �1 = [�01℄ and �2 = [�02℄,where �01 = T (�1) and �02 = T (�2). Thus, �1�2 = [�01�02℄.To sum up, the labeled sequene �1�2 satis�es the side ondition for applyingthe arrow elimination rule on the redution statements �1 � �1 and �2 � �2.Furthermore, sine redue [Y; Z;X ℄ then onstraint 4 of M implies that eitherleft � release [Z; Y;X ℄ or right � release [Y; Z;X ℄. Therefore, by the orret-ness of the Category-Resolution Algorithm, either T (Z) = (T (Y ) ! T (X)) orT (Y ) = (T (X)  T (Z)), i.e., either �2 = (�1 ! �) or �1 = (�  �2), where� = T (X). Consequently, we may apply the arrow elimination rule on �1� �1 and�2 � �2, obtaining the new marked derivation tree �:� : �1 : ...�1 � �1 �2 : ...�2 � �2�1�2 � �where{ the pre�x of �, �1, satis�es �1 �T �1;{ the next part of �, �2, satis�es �2 �T �2;{ the last inferene rule of � is T -related to the last move of �, sine � = T (X).



50 A Lambek AutomatonTherefore, � �T �.� left-release: The move k ` k+1 is hwk; � � (Z; Y �)i `left�release hwk ; � � (X; �)i.Consider the pre�x �1 of � of length k: �1 = hw; �i `k hwk; � � (Z; Y �)i. Sine� is a balaned run, then i = hwi; ��ii for every 1 � i � k, implying that �1 isa balaned run too. By the indution hypothesis there is a marked tree �1 suhthat �1 �T �1.Let root(�1) = �1 � �1; then �1 = T (Z) and, by proposition 4.3,{ either �1 = [�l1℄�̂01[�r1℄ (�01 6= �) and Y � = �l ? �r, where �l1 = T (Y �l), and�r1 = T (�r){ or �1 = [�01℄ and �01 = T (Y �).Consequently, �1 = [�2℄� and �2 = T (Y ). Furthermore, sine left�release [X;Y; Z℄then, by the orretness of the Category-Resolution Algorithm, T (X) = (T (Y )!T (Z)), i.e., � = (�2 ! �1), where � = T (X). Therefore, we may apply the arrowintrodution rule to [�2℄�0� �1, thus obtaining the new marked derivation tree �:� : �1 : ...[�2℄�� �1�� (�2 ! �1) (! I)where{ the pre�x of �, �1, satis�es �1 �T �1;{ the last inferene rule of � is T -related to the last move of �, sine (�2 ! �1) =T (X).Therefore, � �T �.� right-release: Similar.Proof. of the theorem 4.15We onstrut GM by the onstrution in de�nition 4.30. Let T : O �! C be themapping returned by the Category-Resolution algorithm during the onstrution ofGM . �0 = T (X0) by the de�nition of GM . Let � be a marked normal witnessderivation in GM . By proposition 4.33, there is a run � = ini `k k of M suh that� �T �. Let � = ini `n a be an aepting run of M . Naturally, � is a balanedrun; this implies, by proposition 4.34, that there is a marked L-derivation � suhthat � �T �.Theorems 4.8 and 4.15 show that Lambek automata and L-grammars aept/generatethe same languages, by working in the same manner.5 Summary and onlusionsIn this paper we have de�ned a omputational formalism, alled the `Lambek automa-ton', in purpose to make it equal to L-grammars. Namely, L-automata aept thesame languages as L-grammars do, while working in the same manner. In other words,runs of L-automata `simulate' witness derivations of L-grammars. We have de�ned arelation between L-automata and L-grammars alled `tight relation', that desribes



A Lambek Automaton 51pairs automaton+grammar whih assign the same strutures to strings (and, onse-quently, whose languages oinide). Then, we have proved that every L-grammar is intight relation with some L-automaton, and vie versa, every L-automaton is in tightrelation with some L-grammar, thus onluding that an L-automaton is an adequateounterpart to an L-grammar.A natural generalization of this work would be presentation of the `tight relation' ina more abstrat way. This an be done by de�ning `tight relation' between arbitraryautomata and grammar formalisms in a way independent on those formalisms. Theabstrat de�nition will relate, for example, item pushdown automata with ontext-freegrammars (sine the former `simulate' ontext-free grammar derivations); similarly,it will relate L-automata with L-grammars by generalizing the relation de�ned inthe urrent work. Furthermore, other ombinations of grammar and automaton for-malisms may be investigated in terms of satisfying `tight relation' and new interestingformalisms may be invented while trying to assoiate automata with known grammarformalisms, or assoiate grammars with known automata families.Another extension of this paper would be a determinization of an L-automaton.This may be done by identi�ation of sub-families of L-grammars, whose orrespond-ing L-automata aept their languages deterministially in a linear time by using alookahead. This would have an important appliation on parsing of natural languages.This topi is urrently under investigation.Referenes[1℄ Wojieh Buszkowski. Mathematial linguistis and proof theory. In Johan van Benthem andAlie ter Muelen, editors, Handbook of Logi and Language, pages 683{736. North-Holland, 1997.[2℄ Joahim Lambek. The mathematis of sentene struture. Amer. Math. monthly, 65:154{170,1958.[3℄ Mihael Moortgat. Categorial type logis. In Johan van Benthem and Alie ter Meulen, editors,Handbook of Logi and Language, pages 93{178. North Holland, 1997.[4℄ Mati Pentus. Lambek grammars are ontext-free. In Proeedings of 8th IEEE symposium onLogi in Computer Siene (LICS), pages 429 { 493, 1993.Reeived Otober 19, 2004


